


20.7% ££SS
Means a Smoother, Quieter Ride.. . More "Go" on Less Gasoline!

wintl-iunnri pro™/.' Scientific tests show

the Nash Airflyte has 20.7% less air drag than

the average of nine leading makes of current

cars tested at the University of Wichita. So you

get hetter performance on less gasoline—in a

quieter, safer, more comfortable automobile.

You've seen this new Nash Airflyte on the highway.

Hut have you driven it?

Do you know that its streamlined beauty is only the

outward indication of a completely new kind of car?

Do you know that it speeds through the air with

20.7'Jt less air drag than the average car? That the

University of Wichita tested it against 9 other auto-

mobiles in their aerodynamic wind tunnel and found

that its shape alone resulted in startling gasoline

economy, quieter riding, better performance, and

easier handling?

Yes, drive a Nash Airflyte and discover the differ-

ence. The difference in Airflyte Construction, that is

safer and permanently tight. The difference in the

Nash Weather Eye Conditioned Air System.

Know the difference in economy—with the Nash

Statesman Airflyte delivering more than 25 miles to

the gallon at average highway speed. In no other car

can you drive so easily, so luxuriously, at so little

cost.

And remember: Nash is built to stay new—in de-

sign, in mechanical perfection, even in the perma-

nence of its finish. More modern today, worth more

tomorrow.

Now—Hydra-Matit Drive

Compare prices. Compare value. You'll find your

best buy at your Nash dealer's. And for the greatest

thrill in motoring—try the Nash Ambassador Air-

flyte, with new Turbo-Head engine and new Hydra-

Matic Drive with exclusive Sclecto-Lift starting!

Different from all others,

in Nash the entire frame

and body, floor, roof, pil-

lars are here built as a

single, rigid, welded unit,

squeak-free and rattle-

proof. It has I
l/2 to2 l

/2 times

the torsional strength of

ordinary automobile con-

struction. Gives new safety,

new economy, makes pos-

sible a safer, smoother ride.

Stays new years longer,

adds to resale value.

ay,,/, £7/', £&§ndaMac&*
GREAT CARS SINCE 1902

'There's Much
Does Today

NoiJi Motor t, Diviiion Noih-Kefvino'Or Corporation, Detroit, Mich.

Cop



1949 Was Another Good Year for Telephone Users

MORE SERVICE FOR MORE PEOPLE— Nearly 2,000,000 telephones

were added to the Bell System in 1949. This meant service not only for

many people who did not have a telephone before but it also increased

the value and usefulness of your own particular telephone. You can call

many more people— and many more can call you. There are now more

than 50% more Bell telephones than at the end of the war.

BETTER LOCAL SERVICE-Thc over-all quality of tele-

phone service continued to improve in 1949 and it

keeps right on getting better. There's faster, clearer,

more accurate service on millions of local calls.

IMPROVEMENTS IN LONG
DISTANCE — Long Distance

grew steadily lietter in 1949.

The average time to complete

out-of-town calls is now
down to little more than a

minute and a half. Nine out

of ten calls go through while

you hold the line. Over many
routes, the Long Distance

operator dials the distant

telephone direct. It's faster,

friendly, courteous service all

the way.

275,000 NEW RURAL TELEPHONES

were added by the Bell System in 1949.

1,300,000 have been added since the

war— a truly remarkable record, of

rural development by the Bell System.

Great gains were made also in the

quality of service. Fewer parties on the

line. Many thousands of new type tele-

phones put in. A higher proportion of

our farmers have telephones than in any

other country in the world.

CONTRIBUTION TO PROSPERITY-All of this

expansion and improvement in telephone

service provided work and wages for many
people outside the telephone business.

More than $1,000,000,000 was put into

new facilities. Western Electric— the manu-
facturing unit of the Bell System—bought

from 23,000 different concerns in 2500 cities

and towns throughout the country.

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM -The best and the

most telephone service at the lowest possible price.

Thl s O n o
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NOW YOU CAN OWN SILENT, ACCURATE GENERAL
ELECTRIC CLOCKS FOR AS LITTLE AS $3.95 PLUS TAXI

Electric time is not expensive. So buy a General Electric Clock now
and enjoy all these advantaged:

1. Self- starting (no winding)

2. Quiet (no disturbing ticktock)

3. Dependable (wakes you on time, every time)

4. Accuracy maintained by your electric utility company. G-E
Clocks are on time all the time!

Gel General Electric Clocks for your bedroom, for your kitchen, for

every room in your home. They're mighty inexpensive, as you can see!

THE G-E "CHIPPER" is an alarm clock that will brighten up any
bedroom! Its modern case is ivory-color plastic. The hands are mahog-
any-brown and the dial is tan. Alarm set hand is sea-green. The alarm

signal is persistent and pleasant!

G-E "PANTRY" gives that built-right-into-the-wall appearance!

Mahogany-color numerals and hour hands on the white face are easv to

see. Available in harmonizing colors of white, ivory, red, and yellow.

General Electric Co., Bridgeport 2, Conn.

Why wind a clock today? Get a General Electric Clock and forget HI

GENERAL ELECTRIC

LETTERS TO THE EDiTORS
"SPEAKING OF NEWS'*

Sirs:

! have just read your brave and
constructive editorial ("Speaking of

News," Life, Dec 19). The American
people have been waiting for such a

voice and such leadership. When men
who possess your power turn their tal-

ent to the solution of the problem

presented by the Fulton Lewis broad-

cast, the future is assured.

On Dec. 14, in an address at Boston,

referring to the same issue, I said, "The
great profession of journalism and ra-

dio broadcast is disgraced by some col-

umnists and commentators who have

ceased to be public servants. Their col-

umns and broadcasts are filled with

deliberate presentation of half-truth

and falsehood. Fear results, and the

community is divided. The Commu-
nist asks no greater favor than that

created by some commentators whose
wild ranting* make us suspicious of

each other and open the door for the

revolutionist who would divide and
rule. . .

."

G. Bromley Oxnam
Bishop

The Methodist Church
New York, N.Y.

My hal's off to Life's fine, coura-

geous editorial. . . . My personal poli-

tics are such that I should have liked

to see bolh Henry Wallace and the late

Mr. Hopkins lose political face, but

after examining wire-service reports

un Jordan's story I could see only one

conclusion in keeping with conscience,

the same conclusion reached by LlFE.

George R. Greiff
Telegraph Editor

The Daily AVft's-TWounc

La Salle, III.

sirs:

as a newspaper and radio execu-

tive bitterly resent smug editorial

regarding fulton lewis story. we
carried his newscast and published

story. hope he shoves every line of

type down yolr throat. . . .

ii. r. fahr all

general manager
station whhh
warren, ohio

. . . Fulton Lewis Jr. happens to be

known to me as a fine example of Amer-

ican manhood. He is a clean Christian

gentleman and has reared, with his

fine wife, as nice a family of children

as appears on the American stage. It

happens that my company is one of

the sponsors of Fulton Lewis Jr., and
we are immeasurably proud to be so.

Theodore A. Cooper

Lakewood, Ohio

Sirs:

I think your editorial is scurrilous.

Lewis is one of the greatest Americans
of our lime.

Mrs. Bingham W. Morris

Southampton, N.Y.

... He is honest— well informed

—

bright— very patriotic—and one of

the outstanding men of the world. If

that editorial expresses the sincere

belief of Life, please return my mon-
ey and cancel my subscription.

Mrs. Phyrne Lorenz

Santa Cruz, Calif.

Sirs:

Please cancel my subscription, . .

.

Michael J. O'Brien
Falls Church, Va.

Sirs:

It looks like a case of sour grapes!

Arthur N. Dusenbury

While Plains, N.Y.

Sirs:

As one of your oldest readers—also

a retired newspaperman and fiction

writer— I suggest you submit prova-

ble data to support your castigation of

brilliant, patriotic Fulton Lewis Jr. . .

.

Eugene Jones

Sarasota, Fla.

• Of 381 letters so far received on

this subject, 351 denounce Like and

praise Radio Commentator Fulton

I-ewis Jr., 36 of these cancel subscrip-

tions to Life. Thirty praise Life's ed-

itorial. Herewith the essential fads,

insofar as the public record discloses

them or Life's correspondents have
obtained them:

Life's reporter at Great Falls,

Mont, thoroughly checked the
charges of ex-Major George Racev

Jordan and Commentator Lewis

that quantities of atomic and other

secret materials and information

flowed improperly to the Soviet

Lnion through the Great Falls air-

base. A majority of Jordan's war-

time associates and superiors still

in the area, w hen interviewed, said

they considered the charges false,

exaggerated, or both. Colonel Rus-

sell L. Meredith, wartime base com-
mander at Great Falls, said, "So
far as I knew, the materials passing

through our base were those to which
the Russians were entitled as allies,

and Jordan did not report to me any
suspicions he may have had that the

shipments contained secret war ma-
terial. In fact he was more enthusi-

astic than anyone about aiding the

Russian war effort." Colonel Mere-

dith also said that a reporter repre-

senting Fulton Lewis Jr. had inter-

viewed him. "I told him I didn't put

too much stock in Jordan's storv."

Colonel Meredith said. Colonel Mer-
edith also said that he had been cor-

rectly quoted by the Great Falls

Tribune as follows. "I believe most
of it |the Jordan-Lewis story] is just

a lot of baloney. It looks like a case of

Monday-morning quarterhacking

to me.'' Colonel Meredith also said

Major Jordan's story that he had
personally "ripped" radar out of

C-47s consigned to Russia was "pre-

posterous"—Jordan, said Colonel

Meredith, could not have entered

the instrument sections of Soviet-

bound planes "about which he knew
nothing." Colonel Meredith also

said that huge quantities of "secrel**

printed material did. as Major Jor-

dan said, pass through Great Falls.

Hut, said Colonel Meredith, these

shipments were questioned at the

time because their bulk was a nui-

sance; not because of worry about

their content.

Life's Washington staff checked

exhaustively with the Federal Bu-
reau of Investigation, the Atomic
Energy Commission, and U.S. Army
and Air Force intelligence officials.

Life Reporter Edward Jones sum-
marized the results of these checks

as follows: "Competent investiga-

tors of the FBI and Military Intel-

ligence have gone over this whole

ground and have found nothing to

substantiate the charges. So far as

has been determined by the most in-

tense investigation, no materials and
no documents of importance to the

Russians and bearing on atomic de-

velopment got out of this country
during the war."

CONTINUED ON PAGE <
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BOTH ,fkS£
TO NEW MEMBERS

...WALTER J. BLACK, PRESIDENT OF THE CLASSICS CLUB,

INVITES YOU TO ACCEPT FREE

'Sum®

THE COMPLETE WORKS OF THE ESSAYS OF

Shakespeare «*/ Bacon
All 37 Plays • Comedies, Tragedies,

Histories and Poems
EVERY word Shakespeare ever wrote—every delightful comedy, stirring

tragedy, and thrilling historical play; every lovely poem and sonnet—yours
complete in this beautiful 1312-page volume. Chuckle at the ever-modern
comedy of tal staff; be fascinated by glamorous Cleopatra; shudder at the in-

trigues of Macbeth; thrill with Romeo in the ecstasies of love. Be amazed at

lago's treachery; step with delight into the whimsical world of Puck and
Bottom.
Shakespeare is the one writer who understood human nature as no other

ever has, before or since. So deep did he see into the hearts of all of us that he is

more alive today than he was three hundred years ago!

On Love, Truth, Friendship, Riches

and 54 Other Fascinating Subjects

HERE is another Titan of the Elizabethan era—Sir Francis Bacon, whose
surpassing intellect laid the groundwork of science and philosophy for

fenerations. Anyone in search of personal guidance and a practical, day-by-
ay philosophy of life can do no better than to read these immortal essays . .

.

about love, politics, books, business, friendship, and the many other subjects
which Bacon discusses so clearly, incisively, wisely. So much wit and wisdom is

packed into these writings that quotations from them have become part of
our literature.

Both these De Luxe volumes—Shakespeare and Bacon—are so handsome
that you will treasure them always. And both are yours Jree t as gifts from the
Classics Club.

Why The Classics Club Offers You These 2 Books Free

WILL YOU add these two volumes to your library—as mem-
bership giUs from The Classics Club? You arc invited to join

today . . . and to receive on approval beautiful editions of the

world's greatest masterpieces.

These books, selected unanimously by distinguished literary

authorities, were chosen because chcy offer the greatest enjoy-

ment and value to the "pressed for time" men and women of today.

Why Are Great Books Called "Classics"?

A true "classic" is a living book that will ocver grow old. For

sheer fascination it can rival che most thrilling modern novel.

Have you ever wondered how the truly great books have btcom

"classics"? First, because they are so readable. They would not

have lived unless they were read; they would not have been read

unless they were interesting. To be interesting they had to be

easy to understand. And those arc the very qualities which charac-

terize these selections: rtaJabtliry, inttrejr, umplittty.

Only Book Club oj Its Kind
The Classics Club is different from all other book clubs. 1. It dis-

tributes to its members the world's classics at a low price. 2. Its

members are not obligated to take any specific number of books.

3- Its volumes (which are being used today in many leading col-

leges and universities) are luxurious Dc Luxe Editions—bound in

the fine buckram ordinarily used for $5 and $10 bindings. They
have tinted page tops; are richly stamped in genuine gold, which
will retain its original lustre— books you and your children will

read and cherish for years.

A Trial Membership Invitation to You
You are invited to accept a Trial Membership. With your first

book will be sent an advance notice about future selections. You
may reject any book you do not wish. You need not take any

specific number of books—only the ones you want. No money in

advance, no membership fees. You may cancel membership at

any time.

Mail this Invitation Form now. Paper, printing, binding

costs are rising. This low price—and your FREE copies of

The Complete Works of SHAKESPEARE and BACON
ESSAYS—cannot be assured unless you respond promptly.

THE CLASSICS CLUB, One Park Avenue, New York 16.N.Y.

Walter J. Black, President VN
THE CLASSICS CLUB
One Park Avenue, New York 16, H. Y.

Please enroll me as a Trial Member and send me, FREE, the

beautiful 2-volumc Dc Luxe Classic Club Editions of The Com-
plete Works of SHAKESPEARE and BACONS ESSAYS, to-

gether with the current selection.

I am not obligated to take any specific number of books and I

am to receive an advance description of future selections. Also,

1 may reject any volume before or after I receive it, and I may
caned my membership whenever I wish.

For each volume 1 decide to keep I will send you $2.89, plus a
few cents nudinjg charges.

Mr
Mrs.

Miss (JPUajt Print Plainly)

Address.

.

City.,

Zone No.
.(if any) State.

.



LETTERS
Major Jordan charged that in the

spring of 1944 Harry Hopkins pres-

sures him and others to expedite

atomic materials to Russia. The rec-

ords of the time show that Hopkins
was almost continuously in hospitals

from January through June of 1944.

Lieut. General Leslie R. Groves, war-

time head of the Manhattan Proj-

ect, testified to a House subcommit-
tee that "to the best of my recollec-

tion and belief* Hopkins never had
any contact whatever with him and
members of his staff. Fulton Lewis

Jr. charged independently that Hen-
8r Wallace also brought pressure on
eneral Groves. General Groves tes-

tified that Wallace did not do so

—

that he was "practically divorced

from this project." General Groves
has since said that his testimony was
misinterpreted. However, insofar as

the official record stands, his answers

on these points were unequivocal
and conclusive.

General Groves and others have
said that small shipments of urani-

um derivatives were licensed and de-

livered to the Russians from the U.S.

But all evidence so far placed on the

public record indicates that these

shipments 1) were made with the

knowledge and approval of respon-

sible officials,and 2) could have been
of only minor experimental value to

the Russians. There is evidence that

one shipment, from Canada, may
have been improperly made. This

shipment was under investigation

long before the Jordan-I.ewis story

appeared.—ED.

FIFTH AVENUE BEAUTIES
Sirs:

In your story "Fifth Avenue Beauty
Hunt" (Life, Dec. 12) I am pictured

as an ogler.

Now, I'm an actor. My last job was

in Confidential Squad, a Universal

film shot completely in New York. If

the truth must be known, I wasn't

actually ogling Miss Dubro, who cer-

tainly deserve* to be ogled, t>ut her

very nice warm beaver coat.

As a result of the publication of the

photograph I am now called "Ogie."

And what's more, my brother knows
for sure now that I wear his clothes.

Terry Denim
New York, N.Y.

TO THE
CONTINUED

EDiTORS

DENIM OGLES COAT

Sirs:

I was certainly surprised to see my
friend loan Appleton gracing the

cover of Life. She is not only bewitch-

ingly attractive but practical as well.

Last year she helped me to paint our
garage and even gets great pleasure

out of wiping dishes.

John B. Elliott
Scarsdale, N.Y.

Sirs:

Please enroll me as a charter mem-
ber of the California chapter of the

Bobbie Shaw Fan Club.

Joseph T. Hargrave

Richmond, Calif.

Sirs:

So Dody Heath of Seattle wows
them in New York too!

Robert E. Hadd
Seattle, Wash.

• On the basis ofmail received, Bob-
bie and Dody are the readers' favor-

ites.—ED.

Sirs: *

What did your Fifth Avenue beauty

hunt prove to Dallas? Only that we
haven't bragged enough recently. To
defend our reputation, I was assigned

to a downtown street corner a couple

of weeks ago for candid beauty shots.

Results of a few minutes "work" are

shown.

Ed Miley
Dallas News
Dallas, Texas

^^^^^

WW ~-

iri
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• The Dallas beauties above are:

(top) Dolores Martin, Peggy Chap-
man; (center) Maxine Duncan, Mrs.
George Pluto Jr.; (bottom) Nita
Wright, Betty Ruth Davidson.—
ED.

MILLIONAIRE MAYTAG
Sirs:

In your story on Fred Maytag (Life,

Dec. 19) you say bridge bores him but

he once spent several day* trying tu

solve a complicated mathematical

problem. What was the problem?

M. I m .. -.

New York, N.Y.

• The problem: Three thieves who
had a monkey as a mascot stcde a
quantity of bananas. As it was night-

iall, they decided to sleep and divide

them the following morning. The
first thief woke up and, not trusting

the others, decided to hide his share.

He divided the bananas in three

equal piles but had one banana left

over, He gave this extra one to the

monkey, removed his pile and left

the remainder, then going back to

sleep.

Subsequently, the second thief

woke up, counted the bananas that

remained, divided them into three

equal piles, and found one left over
which he gave to the monkey. He,
too, took his share and went back to

sleep.

The third thief did the same thing,

dividing the remaining bananas into

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE

HOW SLOAN'S LINIMENT

aids MUSCULAR
PAINS

Here's vital news for sufferers from muscular

aches and rheumatic pains. Using infra-red

rays, scientists have now succeeded in pho-

tographing blood-vessels below the skin-sur-

face. These photos (see pictures above) prove

that, after an application of Sloan's Liniment,

the veins expand . . . evidence that the

treated area gets extra supplies of blood, to

revitalize tissues and wash away waste mat-

ter and poisons faster.

When you use Sloan's Liniment, you know
that it is increasing the all-important flow

of blood to the treated area, and that this

effect extends below the skin-surface. No
wonder Sloan's helps to bring blessed relief

from rheumatic aches, arthritis pains, lum-

bago and sore muscles. No wonder Sloan's

has been called "the greatest name in pain

relieving liniments!' Get a bottle today.

DOCTORS AGREE MENTHOL

IS IMPORTANT IN

RELIEVING COLDS
LUDEN'S CONTAIN MORE MENTHOL
THAN ANY OTHER COUGH DROPS

Try the extra menthol in Luden'a

CoughDrops . Seehow quickly you

get relief. Buy a pack today

.

5<
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Yeor in and year out

you'll do well with the

HARTFORD

—all forms of fire,

marine and casualty

insurance and fidelity

and surety bonds.

See your Hartford agent
or insurance broker

HARTFORD FIRE
INSURANCE COMPANY
HARTFORD ACCIDENT

AND INDEMNITY COMPANY
HARTFORD LIVE STOCK
INSURANCE COMPANY
HARTFORD 15, CONNECTICUT

HENRY HEIDE, INC. new york, n y.

M.ETTERS TO THE EMMITORS
th ree piles, found one left over which
he pave to the monkey, and took his

share.

In the morning the three
#
thieves

awoke, equally divided the now sub-

stantially reduced number of ba-

nanas and, having one left over, gave

it to the monkey. What is the small-

est number of bananas they could

have had in the first place?—ED.

WRONGED COOKIE
Sirs:

I'm hearing a lot of squawks these

days from Cookie, largest of our per-

forming chimpanzees, whom you

showed taking a photograph (I.ifk,

Nov. 14) and then, four weeks later,

helping a fellow chimp get a banana

in the story on animal reactions (Life,

Dee. 12).

Cookie was only mildly irritated

when you discovered he was not the

-CONTINUED-

first chimp photographer after all

(Letters to the Editor, Like, Dec. 5).

Hut now hoth he and his young col-

league Nero object strenuously to the

way you reversed their names in the an-

imal reactions story. Nero is the one

who couldn't lift the weight, Cookie

the one who did.

I have placated Nero, but Cookie

was not so easily appeased, as the pic-

ture indicates.

George Vierheller
Director

St. Louis Zoological Park

St. Louis Mo.

GERMAN REARMAMENT
Sirs:

Life is to Ite commended for its

courageous editorial on German re-

armament (Dec. 12). But I beg to dis-

agree with your conclusions.

Remilitarization will endanger fa-

tally the very German democracy we

wish to protect. It will restore to power

with a vengeance the officer class and

the heavy industry. Absorbing Ger-

man nun power and resources for years

to come spells the doom of ihe Mar-

shall Plan. German rearmament will

provoke a Russian attack if for no
other reasons than self-preservation.

To my mind, to permit German re-

armament under whatever form or

pretext is a suicidal folly. But to the

helpb^ss spectator the German situa-

tion has assumed the inevitability of

the Greek tragedy.

Karl Loewenstein

Professor of Political Science

Amherst College

Amherst, Mass.

Sirs:

. . . There is nothing for Germans
to fight for under the present circum-

stances. They would not want to re-

arm unless they would have a defi-

nite chance to rebuild an independent

state of united Germany and—more-

over—a guarantee from the partici-

pants in the Atlantic Pact that West-

ern Germany would never be occu-

pied by the Soviets.

Vladimir N. Petrov

Yale University

New Haven, Conn.

• LlFE did not and does not "advo-

cate" the rearming of Germany.
However Life said and believes that

decisions already taken—to re-es-

tablish a national German govern-
ment, for instance—inevitably en-

tail the rearming of Germany, and
that officials who deny or obscure
the consequence of their previous

decisions do a public disservice.

—

ED.

PANTS DIPLOMACY
Sirs:

You say that the U.S. delegation

dominated the London conference of

anti-Communist labor leaders (Life,

Dec. 12) in size, sartorial elegance and
diplomacy. The picture of David Du-
binsky with Italy's Giulio Pastore

contradicts you— David's pants are

too long.

John L. Moore
Pawtuckct, R.I.

PASTORE AND DUBINSKY

VAN GOGH
Sirs:

The attention you gave rerently

to the paintings of Van Gogh (LlFE,

Dec. 19), and the prices of$50,000and

$100,000 paid for them, brought to my
mind an anecdote which Gauguin tetls

in his Intimatr Journals and which I

always cherished. He describes meet-

ing shivering, hungry Vincent who
was trying to sell a [minting of pink

shrimps. Reluctantly, and more or less

out of charily, a shopkeeper paid him

five francs for it. On his way home Vin-

cent could not resist giving those five

francs to a beggar woman and so re-

turned with an empty stomach.

Ami this is what Gauguin has to

comment:
"A day will come, I see it as if it hail

already come. I enter Room 9 at the

auction gallery. The auctioneer is sell-

ing a collection of pictures as I go in.

'Four hundred francs for The Pink

Shrimps! 450! 500! Come, gentlemen,

it is worth more than that!' No one says

anything. Gone! The Pink Shrimps

by Vincent Van Gogh!"
If Gauguin had known how timid

his prophecy would some day appear
—would he have laughed or cried?

Vicki Balm
Hollywood, Calif.

Sirs:

How about some art experling in

your own picture library?

The gentleman you've identified as

George Stout in the story on the Van
Gogh "self-portrait" is not George

Stout. I know; George is my brother-

in-law, and with a mustache at that.

Velma Stout
New York, N.Y.

• Life ajHilogizes both to Art Tech-
nician George Stout and to Caii-

Hever neglecta

kitten scratch

The tiniest injury can become in-

fected. Never take a chance!

Always use BAND-AID.* the ad-

hesive bandage that always comes
to you individually wrapped, 100%
sterile.

Caution: Not all adhesive bandages

are BAND-AID. Only Johnson &
Johnson makes BAND-AID. And
only BAND-AID brings you Johnson

& Johnson dependability.

6 to 1 choice in

doctors'

recommendations

X BAND-AID

ADHESIVE BANDAGES

'BAND-AID MEANS
MADE BY JOHNSON & JOHNSON

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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Chocolate Covered COCOANUT BARS

1 cup i'.nl..ii:nl IWMWata muitt
cocoa nut (thopiK-J finc<

2 tup* K'-inuUicU suftar
J « cup fn -\> swcci milk

1 Mtlwpooa litchi corn tyrup
I tjhlc%pnnn dairy lrc*h huricr

1 Mupoow vaatth
2 t;ihlv*ponnt mirthnullniv

1
« tcj^puun nil
I lb. Hmi*iw«t( chocolate

Snr sugar, corn syrup and milk in

saucepan over Are till dissolved.

Cover and cook to medium soft ball

(240°). Remove from heat and add
butter, stirring only enough to

blend. Pour on cold wet platter.

When lukewarm (110 ) beat with

spatula until thick and creamy. Mix
in salt, vanilla and marshmallow.
Knead in cocoanut and form into

bars. When cool, cover wirh melted
semi-sweet chocolate. Makes 16 bars.

(^b^uri^p^o ail'^JLr urftL 0u> (r*L/

ATCANOi îoaCAN,..

creamy cocoanut center, I

generously coated with thick,
J

dark chocolate. Good? You'll
|

say it is!

NO ONE MAKES THEM BETTER THAN Welch

!

LETTERS TO
THE EMHTOHS

CONTINUED-

fornid State Liquor Administrator

George Stout, whose picture was er

roneously printed.— KD.

IDENTICAL PAINTINGS

Sirs:

I am afraid that your full-papr c olor

reproduction of the Creation of Kve
(Like, Dec. 12) calls for an explanation.

Ifyou will check with the National Gal*

lery of Art, \v ashington, D.C., vou will

find that they have an identical painting

that they catalog under the artist Fra

Hartolonimeo, who was a contempo-
rary of Raphael.

Foster Cannon

Milwaukee, Wis.

• The "New Raphael" (left) came to

the U.S. with certificates ofauthen-
tication from three internationally

known experts. However its striking

resemblance to the Bartolommeo in

the National Gallery in Washington
(right) and toanolher Bartolommeo
in the Philadelphia Museum casts

some doubt on the theorv that Raph-
ael painted it.—ED.

Address the Editors,

at 9 Rockefeller Plaza

Xetc York20,N.Y.

Please

send

to.

ONE YEAR AT $6.00
(t year at the single copy

price would cost you {10.40)

I enclose $_

Pleat* Bill Me
Give to your newsdealer or to your
local subscription representative

540 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 11. III.

L-l-9

Happy is the word

for the man with

means Pipe Appeal

and Prince Albert

You can tell he has Pipe Appeal by
her happy look. And you can tell by
bis happy expression that he has a
pipeful of mild, rich-tasting Prince
Albert. Prince Albert's choice, crimp
cut tobacco is specially treated to in-

sure against tongue bite!

Try P. A. — it's America's largest-

selling smoking tobacco.

The National Joy Smoke





TO MATCH THE INCOMPARABLE

8M00THNESS OF THE 'ROCKET*. . .

OLDSMOBILE ANNOUNCES

WHO**
HYDRA-MAT IC DRIV

Now ... a new FuturWnic transmission . . . the perfect partner of thrilling

"Rocket" power! Olrlsmobile presents New \\ hirlaway llydra-Matic Drive . .

.

the brand new drive designed for—and made possible by—Oldsmobile's

famous "Rocket" Engine. Wliirlawav llydra-Matic translates tlie ' Rocket B

Mazing life into a tide of smooth and silent motion. Wliirlawav llydra-Matic

teams with the "Rocket"' to give instant, fluent response to your commands

in traffic and on the highway alike. Only in Oldsmohile. this completely

new partnership of power and performance. And it's yours soon, in a great

new series of Ful ura inic Oldsmohiles! Plan now to »o ahead . . . oivn an Olds!
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"OLD FAITHFUL"

NATIONAL CITY BANK
TRAVELERS CHECKS

On ANY trip . . . business or pleasure

. . . carry with you the "Old Faithful"

that every traveler knows ... National

City Bank Travelers Checks. Safe,

Spendable everywhere . . . refunded

promptly if lost or stolen. Cost 75c
per $100. Buy them at your bank.

NATIONAL CITY BANK

TRAVELERS CHECKS
ACHED IT THE NATIONAL CUT SANK OF NEW tOJK

&,if i„ 11o,M II:/,- Bia„/*H0

(OLD STUFFED

NOSE FEELS

CLEARER
imseconds:
with the

handy

VICKS
INHALER

It's so effective!

Just a single
whiff of this
Vicks Inhaler
brings greater
breathing com-
fort. Makes cold-
stuffed nose feel
clearer almost
instantly!

It's so handy
you can carry it

in your pocket or
purse. Use it any-
where, anytime.
For greater breath
ing comfort,
get one today.

By molten of

VICKS VAPORUB
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Are you

reducing

tooth decay

with Amm-i-dent
*

ammoniated

Tooth Paste?

*YOU SHOULD, because ... (1) only the Amm-i-dent formula can show pub-
lished proof that it actually reduced tooth decay; (2) sworn dental records show
Amm-i-dent helped prevent cavities with 4 out of 5 users; (3) more dentists

recommend"Amm-i-dent than any other dentifrice.

•Trade Mark Amm^i-dent ie available in Tooth Paste or Tooth Powder form
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BICYCLE rarrif- Haul Manajjer J. I. Morton ilimiisli

factor\ 's wildernes.- of tubes, ducts and liumniiu" timing.

SPEAKING
OF

PICTURES
Wall-less factory makes

new industrial patterns

The bizarre entanglement of Kucliiican shapes at

left is a factory which has no wails. It was bttill at

Corpus Chriati, Texas, by the Corn Products lie-

lining Company, as part ot a plant In process tniln

maize, a grain sorghum native to [lie Southwestern

U.S.. into starches, sugars ami cattle feed. Since this

involves considerable danger from dust explosions

and acid fumes, the company decided to obviate

them as much as possible by capitalizing on the nat-

ural air conditioning afforded by the nearby Gulf of
Mi .,!. ..'- sleai I v. i ml-. I [ built .1 plant "I -I build-

ings with virtually no walls, so that the breeze can

blow through them, taking off the dust anil fumes.

Since the 1 Id-acre, SJO-million plant is highly mech-

anized, it requires only 250workmen, mi >-l I v I o turn

switches and handle electronic controls. Protected

from rain and sun In sunshades on the building sides,

the men work in comfort and comparative isolation.

- Mil. I.HOUSE has no walls except for a glassed -in

stairca-e. Whole building requires only six workers.

1 1



WALL-LESS FACTORY CONTINUED

WOSK80T&['>
Lce

More men wear

work clothes

bearing a

Lee label than

any other brand

The**, Lee
Overalls • Union-Alls

Matched Shirts and Pants

Dungarees • Riders (Cowboy Pants)

Overall Jackets

Bay lee Work Clothes at

Leading Stores Coast-to-Coast

THE H. D.LEE COMPANY, Inc.

Kansas City, Mo.
Minneapolis, Minn.

Trenton, N. J.

San Francisco, Calif.

South Bond, Ind.

WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF UNION-MADE WORK CLOTHES
MAN-LIFT carries a workman from floor to floor in sugar refinery. Build-

ings, designed by H. K. Ferguson Co., are of bluish brick to reduce sun glare.



A & T FILM PRODUCTIONS. INC

presents

CHARLES LAUGHTON f[

FRANCHOTTONE C
BURGESS MEREDITH

ROBERT HUTTON
1

and the CITY OF PARIS

Filmed in An '^T

JEAN WALLACE PATRICIA ROC

and BELITA

Starring

trom the Novel "A Ballle of Nerves"

by GEORGES SIMENON
Produced by IRVING ALLEN • Directed by BURGESS MEREDITH

Screen Play by HARRY BROWN • Dlnribuird by RKO Rodio Piciur.i

PATRICIA ROC IEAN WALLACE
. . . The Jealous Wife . . The Other Woman

Cot



Long-wearing DAN RlVER SHEETS

are made by the same folks

who make your wonderful

Dan River Dress Fabrics

Yes, when you ask for Dan River Sheets you are asking for the name

you know means quality. Smooth ... gleaming white as sunlight

on snow..'.Dan River Sheets are, above all, woven for wear.

Washday after washday they come back cotton-fresh as the day

you bought them.

The next time you replenish your linen closet, ask for Dan River's

utility muslin, or Dan River's luxury muslin, or the new

exquisite combed percale. Better still, buy all three so that your

whole family can "sleep beautifully on Dan River Sheets".

DAN RIVER MILLS, INC., Danville, Va., makeri of Drett Fabrics • Wrinkl-Shed® Cnttnns • Stormwear Fabric* • Shirting* • Suiting! • Yard Good*
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LIFE'S COVER
The scene of this week's cover of Life is a balcony

of the Reforms Hotel in Mexico City. The lady on
it is Norma de Lamia, an actress and model who*e
classic latin features contrast vividly with the se-

vere lines of the modern buildings rising in the back-

ground. Norma's looks and Mexico's skyscrapers

are only one aspect of the constant clash of tradi-

tions and cultures which produce the violence, the

beauty and paradoxes which are characteristic of

Mexico today. For a glimpse ofsome other elements

in the drama of Mexico, see pages 54 through 67.

The following list, page by page, shows the source from which each picture in this issue was gath-
ered. Where a single page is indebted to several sources, credit is recorded picture by picture
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Here's Why You Need

Bayer Aspirin When

You Have A Cold

Mt the first sign of a cold

—

before you do
anything else—take two Bayer Aspirin

tablets with a full glass of water. Here's why

:

When you have a cold, it's almost invari-

ably accompanied by a headachy, feverish

feeling and muscular aches and pains. And
it's very important to your well being that

you treat these distressing symptoms with

a medication that will relieve them . .

.

relieve them quickly. By taking Bayer
Aspirin at the first sign of a cold, you'll

get this important relief.

No matter how you try to stop or shorten

a cold, we believe that your own doctor will

tell you that this is sound advice.

And when you use Bayer Aspirin, you'll

discover why millions have followed this

advice with remarkable results. For Bayer
Aspirin works fast. It's actually ready to

go to work in two seconds, to bring you
amazingly quick relief from these painful

cold symptoms.

This two second speed is something you
can see with your own eyes by dropping a
Bayer Aspirin tablet in a glass of water

and "clocking" its disintegration.

When your cold causes a sore throat, gargle

with three Bayer Aspirin tablets dissolved

in one-third of a glass of water. This makes
a highly potent medicinal gargle that almost

instantly soothes tender throat membranes,
relieves pain and irritation.

Besides being effective, Bayer Aspirin is

also gentle. Its single active ingredient is so

gentle to the system that doctors regularly

prescribe it even for small children.

Keep Bayer Aspirin handy. When you
buy, be sure to ask for it by its full name

—

Bayer Aspirin—not just for"Aspirin"alone.

Because no other pain reliever can match its record of use
by millions of normal people, without ill effect,

one thing you can take with complete
confidence is genuine

BAYER ASPIRIN
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HOLD IT! We want you in the picture

We want you in the picture whether you're one of the

25,000,000 members of the Prudential family or not. As

The Prudential enters its seventy-fifth year, our portrait,

to be really complete, should include just about every-

one in America. t

For seventy-five years, The Prudential has provided

life insurance for people in all walks of life. And while

providing a measure of security for these millions of

families, it has helped all America to grow and prosper.

Since 1875, money paid in to The Prudential by its

policyholders has been invested in America. Almost every

person in the United States and Canada has benefited

in some way by The Prudential's investment program.

Millions of dollars have been invested in local, state and

national developments. There have been thousands and

thousands of Prudential loans to farmers, businessmen

and homeowners all over the country.

Prudential loans helped the railroads knit the con-

tinent together . . . helped public utilities reach out to

every corner of the land . . . and are now helping to

relieve the postwar housing shortage. The interest

earned on these investments has enabled The Prudential

to provide life insurance protection at a far lower cost

than would otherwise be possible.

Through all the years, while providing security for

your loved ones, The Prudential has kept pace with

progress in America.

Enjoy the Prudential Family Hour of Stars—Sunday after-

noons, CBS. And the Jack Berch Show—Every morning,

Mondays through Fridays, NBC.

YEARS OF
, SERVICE

THE FUTURE BELONGS TO THOSE WHO PREPARE FOR IT

THE PRUDENTIAL
INSURANCE COMPANY OF AMERICA

A mutual life insurance company

HOME OFFICE: NEWARK) NEW JERSEY
WESTERN HOME OFFICE : LOS ANGELES, CALIF.
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TO AN AUDIENCE OF FELLOW SCIENTISTS M.l.T.'S NORBERT WIENER DESCRIBES HOW NEW VIBRATORS ATTACHED TO FINGER TIPS MAY HELP THE DEAF TO HEAR

(IS. SCIENCE
The popular concept ion of I he scientist as an anti-

social fellow who tends to stick to his laboratory,

and to lose his hat and or umbrella whenever he

ventures out, is about as scientific as most general-

i/al i • in-. Last week some 10,000 men ol science dis-

proved it. Leaving their dens and labs, they de-

scended on New York for the 116th and biggest

meeting of the 102-year-old American Association

for the Advancement of Science. Except for a tend-

ency to stay out of nightspots, they behaved much
as anv convention-goers, doing a little cocktail-

drinking, a lot of banqueting and a tremendous

amount of business at hundreds of meetings in half

a dozen holt-Is and auditoriums. It w as a great week

for scientists to look up old friends or better jobs

and to get filled ill on the news from the extended

frontiers of knowledge, including the latest and

perhaps greatest news from Dr. Einstein (p. 22).

The A.A.A.S. had come a long way from its maiden

meeting in ltUJi, when it heard 64 papers on only

a few fields: natural history, geology, general phys-

ics, fossils, and ocean winds and currents. Last

week's meetings heard 2,150 papers on even thing

from evolution to parasitology (pp. 20. 21). in-

cluding "An Experimental Study of the Possible

Sensory Cues Involved in the Responses of Alli-

gator mississippiensis to the Sounds of the French
Horn/' And for the first time (so far as anyone could

remember) since Thr Origin ofSpecie* an A.A.A.S.

symposium was devoted to a single book, the Kin-

sey Report. For those who argued that in coming

thus far and bringing on the atomic age science had

outdistanced man's spirit, President Elvin Stak-

nian had a terse answer: "Science cannot slop while

ethics catches up . . . and nobody should expect

scientists to do all the thinking for the country."

17
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EMI NENT MEN OF SCI ENCE, representing the 16 main sections and the affiliates

of the A.A.A.S., met for this picture after the prc-i'deutial reception in New York's Stat-

ler Hold ami may l»e the greatest aggregation of scientific brainpower ever assembled

before a camera. They are 1 T.W.M. Cameron, parasitology. McCill I niversity; 2 Karl

Lnk-Honnit/. physics. Purdue t ntver-it\ : .1 C. Wc-t Churchman, philosophy of sci-

ence. \\ ay nc I imer.-itv : t J. IV Scott, animal Iteliax ior. Jackson Memorial Lihnraton :

•i Ross F. NigrelH, protozoology. New York Zoological Society: 6 Raymond C. Moore,
geology, I nhcr-it) of Kansas: 7 H. J. Muller. genetics, Indiana University; 8 Horace

W. Norton, biometry. Atomic Energy Commi—inn: 9 Norman D. Newell, evolution.

American Museum of Natural History: 10 Paul A. W ei--, embryology. I niversity of

Chicago; 11 Francis \). Curtis, science education. I niversity of Michigan; 12 Clara

M. Taylor, nutrition. Columbia University: l.'t Harle\ J. Van Cleave, general zoology.

University of Illinois: I t Joseph II. Undine, general pln-iology. I niversity of Iowa;

l.» Leonard S. Cottrcll Jr.. sociology, Cornell I niversit\ : Ih Benjamin II. Williams, eco-

nomics. Industrial College, Armed Forces: 17 Carl R. Moore, endocrinology. University

of Chicago; IK Claude K. Zoltell, limnolog\ . Seripps Institution; 19 President Klvin C.

ATOM -SPLITTING demonstration, part of opening-

night public lecture on nuclear phvsics, is conducted bv

black-tied Professor J. R. Dunning. Columbia physicBt,

shown patting a control rod into a small nuclear reactor.

BULL SESSION absorb- Biochemist C. N. H. Long and
Pharmacologist Otto Loewi (rip/it). 19.'t6 winner of No-

bel Prize in medicine, after Dr. Long finished reailing his

paper on glandular secretions to a convention audience.

SYMPOSIUM on adrenal cortex drew overflow crowds

to each of the four sessions berausc of scientists' interest

in exciting new advances in hormone therapy. Presiding

here is Dr. Dwight J. Ingle (right), an Upjohn Company

18



Stakman. phytopathology, University of Minnesota; 20 Margaret Mead, anthropol-

ogy, American Museum of Natural History: 21 Retiring President Kdmund \V. Sinnott.

plant morphology, Yale University; 22 President-elect Roger Adams, cheini ~ I ry. I iii-

versity of Illinois; 23 Charles F. Roos, econometry. Econometric Institute: 21 W, R.

Woolrich, engineering. University of Texas; 25 John K. Wright, geography, American

Geographical Society: 26 L. H. Tiffany, phycology. Northwestern University; 27 Alfred

H. Washburn, child development. University of Colorado: 28 Cordon J. Whyhum, math-

ematics, University of Virginia; 29 Clarence E. Taft, microscopy, Ohio State University;

30 John P. Shea, ecology. Department of Agriculture; 31 Harlow Shapley. astronomy.

Harvard University; 32 Wendell H. Camp, plant taxonomy. Academy of Natural Sci-

ences: 33 Alan Cregg, medical science, Rockefeller Foundation; 34 Edwin G. Conklin,

cytology, Princeton University; 35 Percival M. Symonds. psychology, Coluinhia Uni-

versify; 36 Paul M. Patterson, bryology, Hollins College: XI Harold Hotelling. statistics.

University of North Carolina; 38 Firman E. Bear, agronomy, Rutgers University; 39 Wil-

liam C Steere, general botany. University of Michigan: 40 Frederick K. Sparrow, my-
cology. University of Michigan; 41 Gerrit Bevelander, dentistry, New York University.

researcher. Earlier, in reading his own paper, Dr. Ingle

told how several of his laboratory rats had been made
to secrete fatal amounts of hormones, and cracked that

"these rats might have said.'Mv adrenals are killingme.'

"

YOUNG AND OLD phvtopathologists chat about their

favorite topic: plant diseases. Amado Ayson, a Filipino,

is working for his doctorate under Dr. M.T.Cook of Loui-

siana State, who is attending his 50th A.A.A.S. meeting.

rv
ANTHROPOLOGY symposium on "Mind. Culture and

Individuality" holds attention of goateed Dr. A. L. Kroe-

ber, retired University of California professor and an ex-

president of the American Anthropological Association.

CONTINUED ON NEXT PACE 19
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STUDY OF PLANT TUMOR GROWTH WINS TOP AWARD

The highest honor given by the A.A.A.S.—a $1,000 prize for outstanding con-

tribution to science—went this year to 38-year-old phytopathologist A. C. Kraun
of ihe Rockefeller Institute for his work on plant tumors. In his study of crown

gall disease, a bacterial infection which produces growths on plants, Rraun

discovered that the germ-caused tumors continued lo grow even after ihe germ

that caused them was destroyed. He also found that germfree tumor tissue,

unlike normal vegetable mailer, would grow indefinitely in a culture medium.

Like cancers, these plant galls grow by the wild, spontaneous multiplication of

abnormal cells (photomicrograph. Mow). The cause of such cell division in can-

cer is not known, but Hraun believes that in plant galls it results from the action

of some protein substance. Crow n gall and cancer are not related, hut the proc-

esscs involved iii hold arc so similar that this new information about malig-

nancies in plants may lead to new understanding of malignancies in humans.

Scientists' Powwow CONTINUED

THESE A.A.A.S. SPEAKERS REPORTED

SOME OF YEAR'S BIG DISCOVERIES

PHYSIOLOGIST SeymourK' iv won an

award with technique for measuring the

human brain's use of Mood, owpen and

sugar. Method makes possible for first time

exact study of the effects of drugs, nervous

tension and disease on brain's metabolism.

GENETICIST Ruth Dippetl won honors

for proving that heredity in certain cells is

partly determined by genes in cytoplasm

around nucleus, not entirely by gene* in

nucleus. She also I on ml that some genes re-

lease chemicals poisonous to certain cells.

PSYCHOLOGIST P. S. Shurrager'e pa-

per was one of most provocative at conven-

tion. He reported success in leaching kitten

with severed spinal cord to walk, indicat-

ing other parts of central nervous system,

not just the brain, have the ability to learn.

ECOLOGI ST Howard (Mum proved th.it

the ocean's chemical composition has re-

mained the same for U) million years. He
did this bv shovs iug that the proportion of

strontium and calcium in modern and an-

cient ocean fossils has not been changed.

CROWN GALL TUMOR ON TOMATO PLANT TUMOR CELLS HAVE MULTIPLE NUCLEI

VIROLOGISTS J. Bonner. S. Wildman
and R. Owen reported that when viruses

invade plants they spread disease by or-

ganizing healthy plant protein into new

masses of virus. This discovery provides

a clue to the origin and nature of viruses.

PHYSICAL CHEMIST Karl Sollner de-

scribed a new kind of artificial membrane
which so closely resembles those in human
body that it will be valuable means of learn-

ing how cells draw nourishment through

the thin membranes surrounding them.
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The 15 scientists below, most of whom are show n at work in their own labora-

tories, presented some of the most noteworthy of the 2,150 papers read at the

A.A.A.S. meetings. No two of them are members of the same branch of science,

and for the most part their subjects of study are as dissimilar as their voca-

tions. Yet three of their reports dealt directly or indirectly with cancer, a prob-

lem big enough to command the attention of almost all the physical sciences.

BOTANISTS D. D. Keck {left) and Jens

Clausen (center) receive award from Gus-

tavus Pope for their study of wild vegeta-

tion which is helping to solve the mysteries

of plant evolution. Dr. W, M. Hiesey, third

member of research team, was not present.

PHOTOMETRIST Arthur Pollister has

invented a method of measuring the chem-

ical composition of a single cell by shininga

beam of ultraviolet light through it. Wave-
lengths which fail to get through indicate

which chemicals have interrupted them.

ZOOLOG I ST Irene Diller examined can-

cerous tumors in mice and in every tumor

discovered specific kinds of fungus never

found in healthy tissue. This discover)' an-

swers no questions, but it suggests a possi-

ble relationship between fungi and cancer.

PARASITOLOGIST R. B. McChee has

succeeded for the first time in raising pure

cultures of malaria para-sites. Normally,

the parasites live only Inside body cells. He
infected ducks with malaria, found anti-

malaria properties in some duck plasma.

CYTOLOG IST Ivor Cornmann has been

able to prevent normal cell division in sea

urchin eggs by the use of special chemicals.

His work may have important applications

in the study of cancer, a disease which is

caused by the uncontrolleddivision ofcells.

BIOCHEMIST Albert Sonet's work with

rats showed that diet with more calcium

than phosphate produced soft teeth which

are susceptible to decay. This contradicts

current belief thatan excess ofcalciumover

phosphate makes teeth resistant to decay.

BEST SPECTACLE WAS A MOVIE ON SUN ERUPTIONS

Most exciting spectacle of the convention was the world premiere of a movie
showing fiery gases raining down on the sun from altitudes as high as 400,000

miles. The film (below), which moved the scientists to exclamations and ap-

plause, was exhibited by Dr. Donald H. Menzel, professor of astrophysics at

Harvard University. He was using it to illustrate his new theory on sunspots

and solar prominences, the filamentary clouds of luminous gas which are in con-

stant violent motion in the sun's atmosphere. According to Menzel, most of

the material in the prominences erupts from the sun's magnetic poles and col-

lects along the magnetic lines of force which arch over the sun's surface. When
too much matter concentrates in some region the lines of force often sag and

collapse, like a roof with too much snow. Menzel thinks some of these cave-ins

create the sunspots which appear from time to time. Often the gas is catapulted

back up again, and then the prominences resemble scarves flapping in the wind.

CONDENSING CLOUDS CREATE STORMS LONG ARC OF GAS STREAMS INTO SUN

THE FALLING GAS FORMS HUGE LOOPS COLUMN OF TIRE RISES 100,000 MILES

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGC 21



Scientists' Powwow CONTINUED

THE MEANING OF EINSTEIN'S NEW THEORY
by LINCOLN BARNETT

OF all the news that emerged last week from -

the A.A.A.S. convention it is likely that the

announcement that Dr. Albert Einstein had

at long last completed the mathematical for-

mulation of his Unified Field Theory will be

remembered longest as a landmark on the un-

folding frontiers of human knowledge. For his

objective in the broadest sense is to show that all forms of nature—stars, plan-

ets, light, electricity and possibly even the tiny particles inside the atom-
obey the same basic universal laws.

To appreciate the importance of this achievement, it is first necessary to

recognize that the aims of pure basic science, unlike those of applied science,

are neither fast-flowering nor pragmatic. The quick harvest of applied science

is the usable process, the medicine, the machine. The shy fruit of pure science

is Understanding.

For nearly half of this momentous century Einstein's whole life and work

have been dedicated to enlarging man's understanding of nature. Each one

of his major achievements has been an attempt to describe and interpret in

logical, quantitative form the physical world about us. Even the most unphilo-

sophical of men realizes vaguely that there is in the universe a great deal more

than meets the eyes and sometimes wonders what keeps him—strange, sen-

sate, clothespin-shaped animal that he is—attached to a spinning, magnetized

ball, circling around one medium-sized yellow star in the vastness of space and

lime. At night he may glimpse the constellations or the serried lights of a city

and ask himself what electricity really is, what light is or what the world is

made of. These are not easy questions to answer. And indeed they have never

been answered to anyone's entire satisfaction.

What specific new phenomena of nature the Unified Field Theory may un-

cover and how many old mysteries it may resolve are issues that Einstein will

not now commit himself on. But the obvious and indisputable minimum
achievement of the Unified Field Theory is that it combines in a single, mu-

tually consistent sequence of equations the physical laws governing both elec-

tromagnetic force (the basis of light and all radiant energy) and gravitation

(the mysterious force that guides the movements of celestial bodies and all ma-

terial objects). Now the importance of this rests on the fact that virtually all

the phenomena of the universe arise from these two fundamental primordial

forces. There is indeed only one other force in nature that appears to operate

outside their domain, and that is nuclear force, the force which holds the nu-

cleus of the atom together and destroyed the cities of Hiroshima and Nagasaki.

Scientists have wondered for many years if gravitation—which Newton sim-

ply denned as a "force" without attempting to explain its mechanism—might

actually be a manifestation of electromagnetic force. There were grounds for

this belief. The earth has a magnetic field, and so has the sun. And there is

moreover a nice parallel in the familiar concept of the atom as a miniature solar

system, with its negatively charged electrons revolving around the positively

charged nucleus like tiny satellites around a central sun. Nevertheless all past

efforts to identify gravitation as a form of electromagnetic force met with fail-

ure. Newton's laws of gravitation simply could not be harmonized with the

classic laws of the electromagnetic field (formulated by James Clark Maxwell

in 1873)—on which all the great advances in electrical and radio engineering

of the past century are based.

The gulf between the great and the small

Einstein's major endeavor for 33 years has been to unify the laws of gravi-

tation and the laws of electromagnetism within one superstructure of universal

law. Now that he appears to have succeeded, one may ask if this proves that

electromagnetic and gravitational force are the same thing. It would not be

correct to say this any more than it would be correct to say that steam, ice and

water are the same thing—though they are all manifestations of the same sub-

stance. What the Unified Field Theory does do is to show that gravitational

and electromagnetic force are, in a very real sense, inseparable. More specifically

it describes gravitational and electromagnetic force in terms of a deeper under-

lying reality that encompasses both.

This was Einstein's minimum objective. He also had a broader objective

—

which was to embrace in his Unified Field Theory not only gravitational and

electromagnetic phenomena but quantum phenomena as well—the phenomena

of the world of atoms, protons and electrons. Here again one can grasp the scope

of this ambition only when one realizes that the two great theoretical systems

of modern science by which man has transcended the limited evidence of his

senses—Relativity (which sets forth the physical laws governing the vast outer

universe of stars and galaxies) and the Quantum Theory (which sets forth the

physical laws governing the invisible universe below the range of the micro-

The author of this article also wrote The Uni-
verse and Dr. Einstein, a hest-sellcr now in its

fifth printing, and a recent close-up on Physi-

cist J. Robert Oppenheimer (LIFE, Oct. 10).

scope)— rest on entirely different and independ-

ent basic concepts. They do not, as it were, speak

the same language. But if Einstein's new field

equations achieve their full purpose, this gulf

, and man will be able to describe all the multi-

farious phenomena of nature in terms ofa single

harmonious edifice ofcosmic laws. Whether this great objective has been achieved
—whether solutions to the outstanding enigmas of the atomic world can also

be derived from the equations of the Unified Field Theory—only many more
months or years of mathematical and experimental work can determine.

The Unified Field Theory thus carries to logical fulfillment man's age-old

drive toward unification of concepts. The first great step was the reduction

of all material substances to 92 natural elements. Then these elements were

reduced to a few basic particles. Concurrently the various "forces" in the world

—chemical forces, cohesive forces, electrical forces, magnetic forces—came
gradually to be recognized, one by one, as varying manifestations of electro-

magnetic force. And in the same way all the different kinds of radiation in the

world—light, heat, X-rays, radio waves—were found to be nothing more than

electromagnetic waves differing from each other only in wavelength. So ulti-

mately the features of the universe were reduced to a few basic quantities

—

space, time, matter, energy and gravitation. But in his Special Theory of Rel-

ativity in 1905, Einstein demonstrated that matter is essentially "frozen" en-

ergy and that the difference between them is simply one of temporary state.

He also demonstrated that space and time cannot be considered as two sep-

arate quantities but are so closely related that in describing the great outer

universe one must speak, not of space on the one hand and time on the other,

but rather of a combination of the two: "space-time." This the layman has

found a little harder to digest, even when he stopped to consider that every-

thing exists both in space and in time, that all measurements of time are actual-

ly measurements in space, and that whenever an astronomer looks outward

in space he is simultaneously looking backward in time.

The deep underlying unity of the universe

In his General Theory of Relativity in 1916 Einstein pictured the universe

as a four-dimensional space-time continuum—that is to say, as a total and ho-

mogenous cosmic field composed of three dimensions of space and one dimen-

sion of time, these dimensions being as inseparable as the three spatial dimen-

sions of Euclidean geometry. He also postulated that the properties of this

space-time continuum are determined in any given location by the mass and

density of its material content—just as the properties of the space around a

magnet are determined by the size and strength of the given magnet. On these

assumptions he evolved new laws of gravitation. The mathematical idiom of

his gravitational laws is geometry and these laws say nothing directly about

gravitation being a force of attraction—which was Newton's basic assump-

tion. Einstein's laws of gravitation simply describe the structure of a gravita-

tional field and the movement of objects within it, just as Maxwell's laws de-

scribe the structure of an electromagnetic field and the progress of a moving
light ray, radio wave or electrical charge.

Despite all his efforts, Einstein could not fit electromagnetic-field laws into

General Relativity. Yet he felt they must be incorporated somehow. 'The idea

that there are two structures of space independent of each other, the metric-

gravitational and the electromagnetic," he declared, "is intolerable to the the-

oretical spirit." Now, after 33 years of exploring endless gambits of mathemat-
ical logic, he appears to have achieved his purpose. The successful gambit which

led him to the 24 pages of equations published last week was begun about three

years ago.

If the laws of quantum physics can also be derived from these equations,

crucial new insights will undoubtedly be attained into the composition of mat-

ter, the structure of the elementary particles and the mechanics of radiation-

all primary challenges of modern physics. Yet these will be by-products. For

the major and immediate triumph of the Unified Field Theory is implicit in

the first word of its title. It unifies man's concepts of the universe in which he

dwells. Within its vast perspective the distinctions between gravitational and
electromagnetic force, matter and energy, electric charge and field, space and
time all fade and dissolve in the light of their revealed relationships; and the

deep underlying unity of the universe is laid bare.

'The grand aim of all science," Einstein once remarked, "is to cover the great-

est number of empirical facts by logical deduction from the smallest number
of hypotheses or axioms." If the fullest implications of his Unified Field Theory
are sustained by the tests of the future, Einstein has indeed achieved science's

grand aim.
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RAMBLING PENSIONS

RUDOLPH AND THE STINKERS

Some two million recordings of the song about
Rudolph, the Red-Nosed Reindeer were sold

over the Christmas holidays, and we hope that

the little hoys and girls who played the record

and heard it over and over again on the radio will

stop to reflect. The reindeer around Rudolph, so

the kids should note, were all too human in their

behavior. They discriminated against Rudolph
for not being just like every other reindeer in the

herd. They called him the reindeer equivalent

ofwop; they drew the color line against his nose.

Came Santa Claus, a nice old fellow who had

the sense to sec that Rudolph had a special gift

—

his luminous snoot. Santa put that gift to work
guiding his sleigh through the foggy night. In a

twinkling Rudolph became fashionable. Rein-

deer bigwigs delighted in showing him off at the

reindeer equivalent of the Stork Club. The run-

of-the-sled reindeer began shouting his praises,

not because they really loved Rudolph but be-

cause Rudolph was suddenly a Big Shot.

Ponder the lesson, children, that is here. Kick
other people around just because they're differ-

ent in some way and, like the mean reindeer,

you'll be shown up as a bunch of stinkers. Get

that into your noggins and the world will be a

better place when you grow up.

A California professor, Clark Kerr, tells

us that the average American changes his

job every three years and holds 12 different

jobs during his lifetime. He's a ramblin' man,
the American, but if he wants that $100-

a-month noncontributory pension he's got

to change his habits and stick around un-

til he reaches 65. The new rage for industry-

financed pensions suggests that we are on the

Last week, as the preceding pages indi-

cate, the news was out of this world. Not
even Vishinsky could compete with the rum-
bling of planets, the swish of flying disks and
the swirl of equations linking the smallest

atom to the largest star.

First in order of importance was Einstein's

announcement of a new, unified theory of

the cosmos (p. 22). The other cosmic news
of the week was Orson Wellesian, or H. G.

Wellsian, not Einsteinean. So prepare to be
scared—but not too scared!

In California, at the Lick Observatory,

the astronomical team of Dr. and Mrs. Ger-

ald Kron observed the partial explosion of

a small star known as Cin 20 1224, a neigh-

bor to the earth's solar system. The sinister

touch about Cin 20 1224's flare-up was that

three others of record just like it have oc-

curred on stars that are close to the sun. What
if there is a sequential order to such flare-

ups? Earthlings should all be burned to a

crisp if and when the progression reaches

their own solar system. Of equally ominous
note was the news about huge "rainstorms"

of fiery gases on the sun. The picture of this

fiery rain on page 21 suggests how violent

the cosmos can be even in its more routine

manifestations.

With stars exploding, and with solar rains

disturbing the surface of the sun, the atmos-

phere was propitious for a revival of the

flying-saucer stories, with the additional

note that they come from other planets. The
U.S. Air Force has thrown all the stories down
flat— it spent two years tracking down fly-

ing-saucer reports and concluded there was
nothing to them. But even as the denials were
flying, a mysterious object was sighted mov-

On page 2 of this issue are printed a few
of the letters (upward of 500 as this page

goes to press) received by Life since we crit-

icized a radio commentator for stirring up
a phony atomic security scare. A note of fac-

tual comment follows the letters.

Read the letters. They and the many oth-

ers like them attest the enormous impact
which a few commentators have upon the

American mind and the responsibility borne
by those who maintain these commentators.

verge of the greatest American revolution of

them all—the revolution that will make us a

stay-at-home, play-at-home, eight-o'clock-

sleepy-time people. It won't be the wester-

ing America we have known, and if the work-
er doesn't fancy the prospect he had better

change his mind quickly and vote for the

kind of pension he can take with him when
he pulls up stakes.

ing southwestward through the sky above
Fayetteville, N.C. Scores of residents in Fay-

etteville, Hamlet and Greenwood said they

saw something which they variously de-

scribed as a fast-moving balloon, a streak

of smoke or a vertical neon lighting tube.

Four pilots chased the streak, but they were
unable to gain on it as it disappeared over

the horizon. A Richmond, Va. radio station

reported that the wreckage of a "space ship"

had been found with some 12 dead passen-

gers aboard. The space-traveling victims

were described as "much smaller than earth-

men." They reportedly wore clothing ap-

propriate to the earth's 15th Century.

In a way we could wish that the tales of

the interplanetary visitors were true. In the

past the unification of peoples has seldom
occurred, short of conquest, unless they were
confronted with a powerful and potentially

menacing outside enemy. That's the way
Normandy, Burgundy and the tie de France
became a unified French nation; it is the way
the German Confederation became the Ger-

man Reich. It is not exactly the way in which
13 American states became the U.S.A.; but

the fact that the 13 states, as colonies, had
revolted to fight a common enemy, England,

certainly helped sow the seed of unity.

Well, suppose the flying disks were the

forerunners of a potential invader from a

planet far to the east of Pluto. Could any
other news be more likely to unify the earth?

Faced with a common menace from inter-

stellar space, the divided nations would come
together just like that. It would be what
Chancellor Robert Hutchins of the Univer-

sity of Chicago has called the Good News of

Damnation.

Read the statement of fact. Compare it

with the impression given to millions of

Americans by accounts which ignore or dis-

tort the facts of this episode.

Having said as much, we wouldn't want
anyone to think that we have been thrown
into a swivet by this particular batch of let-

ters. We are reminded of the gushet of angry
letters we got some years ago, denouncing
us for denouncing a tendency to worship
the horse.

OBI OF THIS WORLD

OF NEWS AND HORSES
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FATAL DEMONSTRATION pie stood on a Pittsburgh over-

pass to watch a Belter Driving Committee demonstration of what happens

when two cars meet head-on at 30 mph. One driver, handling the controls

from the back seat of his car, planned to duck and brace himself, as the cars

bit. The oilier, driving from the running board, was supposed to be picked up

by a truck running alongside just before the crash. But the truck did not get

there in lime. When the cars hit, the driver on the running board was thrown

clear («u»re) and suffered a broken leg but lived. The other, howcver.watch-

ing the catastrophe happen, did not duck in time. He died of a fractured skull.
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OPENING THE HOLY DOOR, Pope Pius XII taps three times with a gilt and ivory

hammer, intoning the Latin ritual into radio and television microphones. Inside, as the

door is lowered (bclou), lay attendants stand by to remove it before his formal entry.

WITH CROSS AND CANDLE, THE POPE KNEELS ON DOORSILL TO CHANT "TE DEUM"

IHE DOOR OPENS
At 20th Century's turning point an ancient ritual

The hammer was of ivory ami gilded silver. The hand thai held it was slen-

der, white, hederked with jewels—the most powerful hand in Christendom.

Three times Pope Pius XII, Viear of Christ, raised the hammer and tapped on

the Holy Door of St. Peter's Church. Silently the portal fell back into the great

basilica while the Sistine Choir pealed forth a hymn of joy. Amidst the prayers

and rejoicings of Romans and pilgrims from afar, the 24th Holy Year in the

Church's long history began on Christmas Eve.

It was to be, in the words of the pontiff's prayer, "the year of the great re-

turn and the great pardon." Six and a half centuries before. Pope Boniface VIII

had proclaimed the first Holy Year in 1300 as a time when truly repentant

sinners could make the pilgrimage to Rome and, doing penance, obtain remis-

sion of purgatorial punishment for their venial and mortal sins. Since 1475 a



WHILE DIGNITARIES OF THE CHURCH AND STATE BOW THEIR HEAOS IN PRAYER

ON A HOLY YEAR
calls believers to rally and fortify Catholic power

papal decree has stipulated Holy Years at 25-year intervals, and through wars,

schisms and persecutions the tradition of the indulgence has been maintained.

Passing through the Holy Door, walled up except for Holy Years, they figura-

tively entered the Kingdom of Heaven to which, according to the dogma, the

pontiff held the keys passed down from St. Peter s lime.

At this mid-point of a stormy century the Holy Year had particular signifi-

cance: the Church was both victorious and besieged. In the Western world

Catholicism was at a new high point in political power, but elsewhere Catho-

lics were persecuted and pursued by the anti-Christ of Communism. The threat

of war lay heavily on men's minds. Thus, as St. Peter's big bronze bells tolled,

the Pope called on the world's 351) million Catholics to make the Church "be-

come as a solid rock against which the fury of thy enemies will break in vain."

EARLY PI LGRI M, one of millions expected in 1950. passes St. Peter's on way to re-

ceive indulgence. She has taken a traditional vow to walk barefoot through Holy Door.

CONTINUED ON NCXT PACE 27



Holy Year CONTINUED

AT THE HIGH ALTAR in St. Peter's, cardinals read

terms of the- pupal indulgence while the Pope (center) lis-

tens and beams nf sunlight stream through the lolly win-

dow-;. Hhiek and cold columns were designed hv Bernini.

STREET VENDORS DIO A BIG BUSINESS IN PROGRAMS

POMP AND PAMPHLETS

In the first week of the Holy War pilgrims who
had COme by ship, plane, train ami on foot began lo

arrive in Rome. Before the year's end up to three

million are expeeted to have fulfilled the prescribed

penance and departed—a rich souree of income for

the Italian tourist trade. To accommodate this vast

throng the Church, the Italian government and

even ECA cooperated to provide funds, travel and

housing facilities in overcrowded Home.
Two new buildings went up at the entrance to St.

Peter's Square to house ecclesiastical exhibits and a

supplementarv police station: and a new bridge u.i*

thrown across the Tiber to provide additional access

to the basilica. While harried workmen rushed lem-

porarv dormitories and hostels to completion, nuns

were pressed into service readying linen, and street

HIGH ABOVE CHEERING CROWDS WITH IN THE BASILICA PIUS XII MOVES DOWN NAVE OF ST. PETER'S AFTER THE OPENING SERVICES. HE IS CARRIED ON A SWAYING

. * 1
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THE U.S. IS REPRESENTED by Ambassador James

C. Dunn and members of his family who attended the Holy

Door opening. Later in the year New York's Francis Car-

dinal Spellman will lead a personal pilgrimage to Rome.

NUN READIES PILGRIMS' BEDS IN TEMPORARY HOSTEL

GREET FIRST PILGRIMS

vendors did a rousing business hawking souvenirs,

from Holy Year books to Holy Year candies.

Strikes and heavy rains hampered the work; by

opening day things were far from ready. But in the

stately silences behind the Vatican's walls the Pope
took little note of this worldly -clamor. The solemn

and splendid rituals took their prescribed course

(left), and only when he appeared on his red and

gold sedia Rotatoria (belotv) did the pontifT render

acknowledgement to the multitudes who came to

watch and participate in the supreme ecclesiastical

festivals. In the rich panoply of his exalted office

he was borne along, his gently waving hands hover-

ing in silent benediction over the masses of the de-

vout whose cheers and cries of " Viva il /*<i/xi"echoed

distantly beneath St. Peter's vast and ancient dome.
CROWDS OF SPECTATORS line streets and fill St.

Peter's Square to witness the ceremony. At left hevnml
colonnades are two new buildings to house church exhibi-

tions, still incomplete because of strikes and heavy rains.

"SEDIA GESTATORIA," THE PAPAL CHAIR, BORNE BV 12 CARRIERS AND FLANKED BY SWISS GUARD WHOSE OLD-STYLE HALBERDS AND LANCES FLASH IN THE GLOOM

HMfHHHHniini
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"77ie locomotive and cars are scale models, and the station comes

with a complete loudspeaker setup, including canned music and
authentic commercials"

COPYRIGHT IM9 THE NEW YORKEH MAGAZINE. INC.

mm mm

AT CROWDED HEARING Editor Ross is questioned by a New York Central attor-

ney, Kenneth F. Stone (secondfrom right), while commuters wait their turn to testify.

Magazine leads attack on Grand Central commercials

Early on Oct. 3, as the first commuters shuffled drowsily through its halls,

New York's Grand Central Terminal erupted in sound. From some 65 out-

lets concealed everywhere—even in the men's lounge—boomed an unctuous
voice plugging Old Gold cigarets. Then a band struck up Bennero. For 17
hours the sound continued, with a commercial every four minutes. Grand
Central Terminal, which claims to have an operating cost of $11 million a

year, was trying to make some money ($93,600 a year) on the side.

This mightily enraged The New Yorker and its editor Harold Ross (beloie).

The magazine cut loose with cartoons (above) and biting editorial comment
regarding Grand Central's attack on a helpless "captive" audience. Its read-

ers besieged the New York Public Service Commission with requests for a

hearing, and on Dec. 21 they got one (left). Star witness was Ross himself,

who said the commercials were a brutal invasion of privacy and might lead

to mental disturbances in the unwilling, frustrated listeners. The commission
reserved judgment, but during the year-end holidays Grand Central began

to go easy on the commercials and heavy on O, Little Town of Bethlehem.

ANGRY EDITOR Harold Ross of The New Yorker, described during the hearing as

*'an adult comic magazine," tees off on the Grand Central commercials, . . Now
that some huckster's got one foot in the door, they won't stop at that. . . . This coun-

try was founded to listen to minorities. It has always respected minorities. I want to

be left alone in a railroad station. I can do all right with magazines and newspapers

without listening to lullabies." When Ross (he has a house in Stamford, Conn, but is

only a weekend commuter) was asked by a New York Central attorney if his hearing

was good, he replied, "It's too good. I'm thinking of having an eardrum punctured."
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6 ways to STARwith
(TRIUMPHANTLOAF CAKES...made

Delicately Flavored

WHITE
CAKE MIX

Everything you need is right in this

package! You merely add milk, and
turn out simply delicious white cake

—in a wonderfully high, light loaf. So
fine and even— velvety— soft. (This

mix is marvelous for spice and yel-

low cakes, too.) Frost them, if you
like, or add your own special touches

like these . . .

CaKe MIX
.
»»*<

TOP IT with your
/acorile ice cream

Richly Flavored

CHOCOLATE FUDGE
CAKE MIX

Simply take this package from your
shelf and milk from your refriger-

ator. That's all you need to make
luscious chocolate loafcake like this.

Rich with wonderful chocolate fla-

vor and color. Tender, moist tex-

ture. Add yourown favorite topping,

or try one of the quick tricks you
see here.

Ski

"

m I LI
»'

COVER OVER with

whipped cream . . .

blended and sprinkled with

toasted coconut

2 new Pillsbury
MILKISAIL YOUADD. . . no eggs, noflavoring,



a Last-Minute loaf
with remarkable ease and speed)

HEA P ON the

cherry presents

SERVE IT as
shortcake peach,
strawberry, any
hind yuu chuose

A-LA-MODE IT—with
mint ice cream and chocolate sauce

CAKE MIXES
no extras ofanykindrequired

••••••
••••••••

DISS I
xxxx»• > •«

top with whipped cream
decorated with chocolate sfiavings

Ann Pillsbury hrin developed these new
cake mixes in her kitchen to save you time
in your kitchen, and give you perfect re-
sults every time.

3 Original Rngern Sitverfilrtteti Teattpoona. Exclu-
sive I.adv Ann pattern—only M>f and fi coupon values.

Send to Pillsbury, Box 150. Minneapolis, Minn. Write
for free premium booklet on Pillshury Premium Plan.
S i villus up to 50% on complete silverware service ami
other valuahle articles. Extra-Value coupons with all

Pillsbury packages.

Co atenal





SAFE ABOARD U.S. RESCUE SHIP, WARD RESHAPES SCRAGGLY VANDYKE BEARD WITH A BORROWED ELECTRIC RAZOR

THE LJBERATION OF ANGUS WARD
American rescue ship takes Mukden's U.S. consul general away from the Communists who jailed him

At 7:15 on the morning of Dec. 12 a Chinese tug moved up beside the Ameri-

can freighter standing offTaku Bar. A tall, shaggy-faced man in fur cap, heavy

canvas coat and felt leggings clambered up the gangplank alone. At 9 o'clock

he returned to the tossing tug with news for 19 others still held there: the Com-
munists would now let them board the Lakeland Victory. After 13 months of

humiliation and misery in Mukden, U.S. Consul General Angus Ward, his

wife and his staff were entering the free world again.

Ward's case was without precedent in U.S. diplomacy. Stationed in Mukden
when the Reds captured the city in November 1948, Ward soon found him-

self labeled a "bogus diplomat" and surrounded by armed Chinese guards who

seized his radio transmitter and even imprisoned consulate visitors. When the

discouraged State Department ordered him to close his consulate, the Com-
munists refused him transport. In October a former servant sneaked into

the consulate, used severance pay demands to frame a small riot and quickly

had Ward and four staff members (below) in jail. For 28 days they were kept

on bread and water, then a "people's court" convicted them of beating the

servant, expelled the whole U.S. staff. This final humiliation had some effect

in arousing congressional protest at State Department pussyfooting. But

State itself was still the shy little gentleman toward China's Reds, still had no
firm policy for either recognizing them, dealing with them or snubbing them.

RED TUG carrying Ward's party from Tientsin to Taku Bar

approaches freighter Lakeland Victory in predawn darkness.

RED GUARD posted aboard ship fondle3

Tommy gun as he smokes Chinese cigaret.

EX -PRISONERS Ward (center) and (from left) S.Tatsumi,

A. Krislan, F. Cicogna and R. Rehberg breathe free air again.
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BEHIND IMPROVISED SHIELDS TO PROTECT THEM FROM THE HEAT, VOLUNTEER

CHRISTMAS TREE SETS FIRE

Hyndman starts to rebuild after flash blaze wrecks

At suppertime on Dee. 2.~> a Christmas tree in a house in Hvndman. Pa. (pop.

1,325) caught fin* from a short circuit. Within two hours 20 homes, the post

office, the hank ami 12 stores were burning so fiercely that the plow eimld he seen

200 miles away. Bv great good fortune— ami because of the work of a 22-vcar-

oli! telephone operator— only one person was killed. Soon after the Maze began,

Mrs. Samuel Turner (above, right) was at her switchboard warning the towns-



TELEPHONE OPERATOR Helen Turner, win

on working after fire while husband Sh

*wilihl>oanl i> in her home, keeps

.'i-\ear-ohl daughter Lima Turner.

the bank, the post office, 12 stores ind 20 houses

people anil calling fire engines from as far away as \\ inrhester. \ a.. 90 miles to

tin: south. Hut, aside Irom their li\t's. the burned-out people of llwutman li.nl

little left— the fire traveled so fast that they could save almost nothing from

their stores and homes. For what it was worth, they could take comfort in the

fact that the vault of the hank (lift) was intact. It contained 81 1,000 in cash-
one fortieth of the sum they needed as they hravch began to rebuild their tow n.

LEVELED. SIGHTSEERS CAME FROM ALL OVER PENNSYLVANIA TO GAPE AT IT

TEMPORARY POST OFFICE is set up in hotel by Harry Ritchev (left). Head of a

third.cla-~ jm>t otlice. Hitrhev had In Inn hi- nu n equipment, lost mo-l nf il in the tire.

ft
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LIFE CONGRATULATES....

Mr. and Mrs. William O'Dwyer

The 59-ycar-old New York Mayor and his 33-ycar-oM bride, Sloan Simpson, re-

turned tanned ami beaming to Manhattan on Dec. 29 from a nine-day honeymoon.
After they had their pictures taken before fireplace in O'Dwycr's residence, they

drank a New Year's toast with newsmen. Twenty-four hours later they attended

a reception honoring their marriage and the Mayor's inaugural for a second term.

Mr. and Mrs. Clark Gable

The 48-year-old actor and his fourth bride, the former Lady Ashley, received the

usual Honolulu treatment (above) when they arrived on Dec. 27 and then had to

brave a mob of 10,000 fans. The man who says he has turned down 5,000 proposals

broke a few more Hollywood hearts when he and Douglas Fairbanks' widow eloped

Dec. 20. Said one of his regular dates, "Well, I sure wasted a Christmas card."

Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Cook
On Dec. 27 Jacque Mercer, Miss America for 1919, and her high

school sweetheart had a surprise wedding three days after they

announced—at a party featuring cartoons by Cook— that they

would wed next July. Thus Miss America, who was not supposed

to marry before June, automatically became a Mrs. America.

Mr. and Mrs. William Hutcheson

"Big Bill," the 75-year-old president of the A.F. of L.'s powerful

carpenters' union, and Mrs. Madeline Wilson, 57-year-old super-

intendent of the union hospital, were married Dec. 20 at Lake-

land. Fla. The impetuous bridegroom enlivened the occasion by

grabbing the bride and kissing her just before the ceremony's end.

Mr. and Mrs. Dick Tracy

Mr. Tracy, the well-known comic strip gumshoe, and Tess True-

heart, the daughter of a delicatessen proprietor, got married on
Christmas Day. Only the most faithful readers recalled that they

had been engaged since 1931 (left), and many felt a bit sorry for

the bride, whose spouse would rarely get home in time for dinner.
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LUCKIES PAY MORE
to give you a finer cigarette/

Yes, at tobacco auctions Lucky Strike

pays millions of dollars more than

official parity prices for fine tobacco!

There's no finer cigarette in the world today than Lucky

Strike! To bring you this finer cigarette, the makers of

Lucky Strike go after fine, light, naturally mild tobacco

—

and pay millions of dollars more than official parity

prices to get it ! So buy a carton of Luckies today. See

for yourself how much finer and smoother Luckies really

are—how much more real deep-down smoking enjoyment

they give you. Yes, smoke a Lucky! You'll agree it's a

finer, milder, more enjoyable cigarette!

J. WAYNE ADAMS of South Boston, Va., 22
years an independent tobacco ware-
houseman, says: "I've seen the makers of

Luckies buy fine quality tobacco that makes

a real smoke!" Mr. Adams has been a

Lucky smoker for 15 years. Here's more
evidence that Luckies are a finer cigarette!

A

S./MF.T—lucky Stuke Afeand Fine 7b&acco
So round, so firm, so fully packed so free and easy on the draw

Co



This is the time to



Isn't this what appetites have been wait-

ing for? The biggest pork supply in years

means big pork values—and juicy, nour-

ishing pork on your table more often.

Now you can heap the platter with those

crispy brown pork chops. Now's the time

to roast pork, barbecue pork, fry pork

with apples, cook pork with kraut. Now's

the time to bake a ham for company and

to line squads of sizzlin' sausage links or

lean-streaked bacon on the breakfast

plates.

Remember, nature gives hungry folks a

break and packs pork with things they

need—B vitamins for vitality, complete

protein for body building, food iron for

good, red blood.

These are pork value days. Pick pork

from the values your meat-man is offering.

AMERICAN MEAT INSTITUTE
Itcadquarters, Chicago • Members throughout the U. S.

This Seal means that all nutritional statements made In

thil advertisement ore acceptable to the Council on

FoodsondNutritionofthtAmericonMedicalAttociation.

naterial



Fancy-pants Hamburgers!

Stuffkm with cheese

cook km with

SAUCE The Katffc-liminered
tooting sauce

Hunt's Fancy-pants
Hamburgers

You never tasted such wonderful hamburgers!

Men love them, youngsters, too. And they're

easy to prepare. Get some of that extra-flavory

Hunt's Tomato Sauce (only a few pennies a can)

and serve Fancy -pants Hamburgers real soon.

J lb chopped beef

4 slices ('4 lb.) sharp American cheese

Do licit season beef. Form into 8 thin hamburger cakes. On
four of these, place slices of cheese, leaving a lillle meal
uncovered around the edge. Top with the remaining cakes
and pinrh edges together to enclose cheese. Take a heavy
frying pan and sprinkle over the bottom some:

Plain sail and ' 4 tsp. garlic sail (optional)

The salt should cover the pan thinly 1% tsp. salt for 9-in.

pan). Heat pan very hot. Place stuffed hamburgers on
salt. Brown one side. Turn, brown other side. Lower heat
and cover them with:

J con Hunt's Tomato Sauce

Simmer until sauce is sizzling hot. Serve at once, with the
delicious sauce from the pan ladled over them. What a
wonderful feast for four people!

Hunt's is txUm flavory because it's the Kettle simmered
cooking sauce. Made only from red-ripe fresh tomatoes —
seasoned just right. And it costs you but a few rents a
can. Use Hunt's in stews. . soups. . meat loaf .. spaghetti ..
and casseroles. Look for Hunt's red label at your market!

tiunt-fbrthe best
Hunt Foods, Inc., Los Angeles

lor Breakfast or Dessert ..

.

HUNTS HEAVENLY PEACHES

SB
at

It,

down-

to-earth

prices/
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A ROMAN WORKMAN AND HIS SON SIT ON A CURB AND BROOD OVER THEIR VAIN CHASE FOR A STOLEN BICYCLE ON WHICH THE FAMILY'S LIVELIHOOD DEPENDS

l l
MOVIE OF THE WEEK:

Tale of a man, a boy and a bicycle in Rome is masterpiece of pathos

A man gets a job pasting up movie posters on
the walls of Rome. Someone steals the bicycle lie

needs for the job. With his little son he goes look-

ing, through a city overrun with bicycles, for the

one which means to him steady work and food for

his family and a chance for self-respect.

Out of his desperate search and the pathetic lit-

tle tale of daily life, Director Vittorio de Sica has

made the most affecting movie of many years. The
last scene, in which the boy slips his hand into the

hand of his brokenhearted father, is probably the

greatest movie wrench at the heartstrings since, in

The Kid 30 years ago, Charlie Chaplin and Jackie

Coogan were two waifs lost in a city. A leader in

the new Italian realist school that makes its films in

the streets, De Siea, whose last film was Shoeslune

(Life, Aug. 25, 1947), picked his actors out of the

street, too. To play the father, he found a metal-

worker named Lamberto Maggiorani, whose har-

assed face perfectly expressed the helpless fury of

a man lost in a world loo complicated for him. For

the sturdy little ragamuffin son, he found 7-year-

old Enzo Staiola and taught him to give one of the

best performances any child actor has ever given

on the screen. Last week New York's critics voted

Bicycle Thief 1949's best foreign-language film.

VITTORIO DE SICA was a romantic actor before he

became a leading film director with Sliocsliine (1946).

CONTINUED ON NEXT PACE 43
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"-How absent-minded can you get
!

"

"The Bicycle Thief" CONTINUED

"Oh, that man of mine! Turning me
into a Lost and Found Department!

What will he forget next? . .

.

"But I can't really be angry with

John. His only trouble is he just never

thinks of hinisch! There's no one

who is more thoughtful and consid-

erate of his family ... or more con-

scientious about really important

things.

"For instance, when he was planning

our life insurance, he selected a Mu-
tual Life INSURED Income program.

With Insured Income, the children

and I will always be taken care of,

even if something happens to him.

"But the part I like best about the

program is the retirement income it

will provide. Maybe when John has

nothing else to do but take it easy,

he'll start thinking about himself!"

* * *

The beauty of Mutual Life's In-

sured Income program is that it con-

solidates all your financial assets into

one master security plan. Savings,

Social Security, pension rights, pres-

ent life insurance—all play their part.

Thus, there is no waste expense and

you know exactly, down to the last

dollar, just how much you'll need to

provide for your family's security.

The Mutual Life Field I'nderuriter near you trill be pjad to explain how
your family and you can enjoy the Itenefits of Insured Income.

THE MUTUAL LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY of NEW YORK

34 NASSAU STREET NEW YORK 5, N. V.

-*%o«i Soc&td Sec*vUttf—WORTH $5,000 OR $15,000?-

Skm» For I'hkk Booklet — Learn the fact* of Social Security • • . how it teams
with your life insurance. If you live in the V. S., mail the coupon below. You'll

also receive a handy filing envelope to keep oflicial records you, or your wife, may
nerd later !< collect benefit* without costly delay.

Yes, 1 would like your free Social Security Booklet—L.-62.

BONE ADDit

.occupation.

OFFICES THROUGHOUT THE UNITED STATES AND IN CANADA

LOOKING FOR A JOB putting up posters of Rita Hayworth, like those on
wall above him. an unemployed worker named Ricci carries his bicycle on his

shoulder. His wife had to pawn their sheets to get the precious bike out of hock.

LOOKING FOR HIS BIKE, which was stolen on first day of work, Ricci and
his indomitable son Bruno trudge in a pouring rain through one of the squares in

Rome where bicycles are sold, hoping to recognize his hike or to catch the thief.

CHASING THE THIEF, who comes riding by, the two run after him. But
he is off to a good start and gets away safely. They then start to follow an old

man they saw him talking to, hoping he will lead them to the thief's hangout.

CONTINUED QK P»GC It.
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Study the puff chart! At the first puff, PALL MALL's smoke is filtered

further than that of any other leading cigarette. Moreover, after 5 puffs

of each cigarette — or 10, or 15, or 17— PALL MALL still gives you a longer,

natural filter of fine tobaccos— guards against throat-scratch.

are m//a/
Copr., American Cigarette ami Cigar Co., Inc.

ited material



"The Bicycle Thief" CONTINUED

fit
BELLOWS

lOU

may be

certain

that only

the best

is 'labelled

BELLOWS

i
^Partners Choice'!

!
WiHSlEY-ABRMl)

Established JS'30

Partners Choice

The century-old Bellows name

on over 200 wine and spirit offerings,

is your assurance of fine quality at a fair price.

BELLOWS & COMPANY W« Torfc . Colorado Spriup . Chicago

Bellow! Partner! Choice, Whilkey—A Blend, 86.8 Proof • *0% Groin Neutral Spirits

INTO A CHURCH they follow the thief's accomplice, an old derelict (be-

tween the two women). Ricci tries to make him tell where the thief is but only

succeeds in disturbing the service, and in the confusion the old man escapes.

INTO A BROTHEL they follow thief (left), whom they met in an alley. The
madam and girls cluster around like bees in a disturbed hive. Having caught

the thief, Ricci has no way of proving him guilty, and his last hope disappears.

IN HOPELESS GRIEF Ricci starts home after having tried to run away
with another man's bike, been caught and beaten by an angry crowd. Bruno
catches his father's hand and walks beside him toward a bitter, hungry future.

46
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TRADE-MARK

!

The snowman never melts in snapshots

Around home, so much happens that you don't want to forget.

Fun in the snow. A new puppy or kitten. They all come back

"like yesterday" when you take pictures.

With your camera ready, and two or three extra rolls of Kodak
Film on hand, it's so easy to keep your snapshot record up to

date. And you can give your family and friends a great treat—
"the latest news*'—with extra prints . . . Remember, the snapshots

you'll want tomorrow, you must take today.

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester 4, N. Y.

kod.ik Duaflex Camera
mskea wonderful

snapshots— easily.

Negatives, 2'A * %H-
With Kodet Lens, $12.79.
With Kotlar //8 Lens,

$19.85. Flaaholder, $.1.3.1

Prices include Federal Tax.

Only Eastman makes Kodak Cameras and Kodak Rim

opyrighted material



At stores-EVERYWHERE-thousands of bargains on thirsty CANNON TOWELS!



Brand-new styles! Bright new colors! BIG values at every price!

Save dollars by the dozen on Cannon SHEETS, too—while prices are down, Down DOWN!
CANNON MILLS. INC., 70 WORTH STREET, NEW YORK CITY 13



Very

personally

yours

The day's planned for action—and you don't

retreat. Why should you—when the new, softer

Kotex answers your need for comfort so

completely?

Comfort such as you'd naturally expect from

the napkin made to stay soft while you wear it.

Yes! Because this softness holds its shape.

You shrug ofT every nagging doubt. For the

flat pressed ends of Kotex banish revealing

outlines. And there's that special safety center,

to assure you of extra protection. So . . .

Need you lose even a single hour, with Kotex as

your protector? With your choice of Regular,

Junior, Super, providing for your own

requirements? Surely not, when such comfort

— peace of mind—can be very personally yours.

Super Kotex in the Brown
Box— extra absorbency for

more-than-averagc needs.

Regular Kotex in the Blue

Box— perfeetly suited to the

needs of most women.

Junior Kotex in the Green
Box— for women who prefer

a sliyhtly narrower napkin.

More women choose Kotex* than all other sanitary napkins



AVIATION

TAKING OFF. THE HELIOPLANE IS MAKING 22 MPH AGAINST 5-MILE HEAD WIND. A BICYCLE ATTACHED BY RIBBON IS CATCHING UP WITH IT AS IT LEAVES GROUND

27-MPH PLANE

Little craft with big propeller can take off and land on tennis court

RUBBER
pine down

BELTS, looking like auto fan belts, gearen-

to permit the propeller lo turn at low speed.

Ever since the war. aircraft manufacturers have

found light private planes selling like hot cakes in

a steam bath. Sales ol 34,000 in 1940 dropped to

an estimated 3,400 in 1949. One major drawback:

most private planes need 700-l'ool-long runways.

Now an experimental craft called the llelioplane

has been developed by M.I.T. Professor Otto Kop-

pen and Harvard Professor Lynn Bollinger. How
thev developed it provides a small lesson in aero-

dynamics. First they installed large flaps on the

wing to give enormous lift for the plane. But more

lift means more drag as the plane moves through

the air. So instead of using a large, powerful en-

gine to compensate for the drag (and thereby get-

ting out of the light-plane class), they took advan-

tage of the aerodynamic principle that a large mass
of air moved at low speed by the propeller pro-

vides enough forward thrust to offset this drag.

Therefore the Helioplane has a 9-foot propeller.

It can land and take off at 27 mph and needs only

the 100-foot length of a tennis court. For a stran-

ger and still slower means of living see next page.

THE H ELIOPLANE'S BIG 9-FOOT PROPELLER IS SHOWN WITH CONVENTIONAL 6- FOOT PROPELLER OF PIPER CLIPPER. HELIOPLANE'S MAKES A SLOW 1,200 RPM

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE 51



Slow Plane CONTINUED

?ick a pile of fequots

at the White Sa\e$ now!
Are you fussy? Are you thrifty? Then

now'i the time to stock up on beautiful,

practical "plus service" Pequots, for every

bed in the house!

"Plus service" Pequots actually have 20

to 25 per cent more cotton than percales.

It's this extra "body" and the extra

strength of each thread that makes "plus

service" Pequots the ideal weight and type

for maximum service. And it's this extra

PronouncH
•Ptt-Kff AT'

PEQUDT
plus -service

5HEET5

service that's made Pequots the choice of

value-wise housewives for generations.

You simply can't beat Pequots for crisp,

fresh appearance, smooth sleeping comfort,

and downright value. For "plus value,*' get

"plus service" Pequots . . . specially priced

for January's White Sales all over Amer-

ica. Your choice of White or six lovely

pastel shades. Pequot Mills, Salem, Mass.

Also makers of exquisite Pequot Percales.

7S

Vm
X

THE PEDALCOPTER IS SLOWER YET

BICYCLE AND BALLOON combine to form Charles Paul's Pedalcopter in

lest at Lakehurst, N.J. Balloon reduces the weight of machine and pilot to 20

pounds. By pedaling, Paul w orks rotors to lift the contrivance like a helicopter.

SOFT LANDING is effected when Paul stops pedaling. Machine will rise 300
feet, travel 14 mph. Direction is controlled by working the rotors, again as in

a helicopter. One hitch: against a 1 t-mph wind, it makes no headway at all.

52
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said the General!

The time was when the word "Nuts" was about

as permissible in polite conversation as many
another four-letter word. But when General
McAuliffe said it in answer to the German demand
to surrender at Bastogne, it opened a thrilling new
chapter in the annals of American gallantry.

The General couldn't have said it, however, if it

hadn't been for the guys dodging the German
lead; the cold, hungry, wise-cracking Joes who
didn't feel the least bit like heroes when they said:

"They've got us surrounded—poor devils."

"Battleground"
is their story,

written by Robert
Pirosh, combat
infantryman at

Bastogne, with
the 35th Division.

It's a great story!

Scenes like these from
"Battleground" fasten

themselves vividly in your
mind: Jeeps and half-tracks

nosing through the fog on
their way up front and
coming dreamlike to a stop

near Denise, a lovely French girl who is "very
friendly" . . . Holley (Van Johnson) dodging
snipers' bullets, but worried only about his six

stolen eggs . . . snow, magic white stuff for Rod-
rigues (Ricardo Montalban), who has seen it from
his sunny doorstep way off atop California moun-
tains . . . foxholes under barrage . . . digging . . .

digging . . . Jarvess (John Hodiak), reading his

home-town newspaper to find out about the war
. . . Pop (George Murphy) , humor touched with
pathos, sweating out that discharge in the midst
of the war's most crucial battle . . . snow . . . fog

. . . dawn attacks . . . disaster . . . then, shadows
on the snow . . . sunshine . . . planes . . . C-47's . .

.

droves of them . . . showering supplies ... a sky
filled with billowing parachutes...ammo, rations,

desperately needed... "Hey, wiseguy, who said it

didn't do any good to toss in a little prayer!" Here
is excitement; belly-laughs in the midst of terror!

In "Battleground", Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer has
given us a film that rates thunderous acclaim.

Some of the screen's finest actors are in it, and
there are some new faces you'll doubtless be see-

ing again. With the veterans of the 101st Airborne

they do a knockout job—one that goes stinging

right to your heart. It is, beyond a doubt, a film

that no American should miss.

M-G-M's Finest Picture!

-MARSHALL THOMPSON - JEROME COURTLAND • DON TAYLOR • BRUCE COWLING

JAMES WHITMORE • DOUGLAS FOWLEY • LEON AMES

Story and Screenplay by ROBERT PIROSH, Associate Producer

Directed by WILLIAM A.WELLMAN • Produced by DORE SCHARY
A METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER PICTURE
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The face of the typical Mexican peon is

an impassive mask covering a temperament

which is capable of both generosity

and fanatical passion.

is a glittering, turbulent and tragic spectacle.

The country itself is one of the world's most beautiful, and successive generations of Mayas, Aztecs

and Spaniards have adorned it ivith the Western Hemisphere's most magnificent architecture.

But perhaps the main ingredient of Mexico's drama lies in the mentality of the Mexican people.

Their character is by turns proud and courteous, violent and gay, poetic and cruel, inert and profound.

It exists in a world where the starkest realism is tempered by the instinct for art and fantasy.

In Mexico elements of deep pathos and humanity can be found on every country road and street corner.

PHotoarapht-,1 lor M.MFE l.u CBOKAM» M. ri)Hllf
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His face colored with s/mt and silver /mint, this tilde boy is ready for

the annualfiesta in San Miguel de Jllende, one of the many that contribute

an exuberant element of /day acting to the life of the humblest Mexican.

He is supposed to be costumed as a Moor uho fights Christians.

C









Coffins for babies piled up in front of
the doorway of a funeral parlor are indications

of Mexico's high infant mortality rate

which runs to 103 per 1,000 births.

W With unith unswerving faith in a life beyond the grave,

Mexican peasants bury their dead as if they were planting seeds.

Even little children contemplate tragedy as part of life

and solemnly garland it ivith wild flowers.

Through a field near Tepozotlan a family
carries a child's body to its grave in a country

cemetery. Innocent child is without sin

and hence sure to go to heaven.

-A little girl, dressed in her best rcbozo

and H earing an aged expression of resignation,

carries a bunch offlowers for the grave

of her infant sister shown at right.

The grave isfinally dug, and the

family inspects it with earnest ceremony while

the little girl with the flowers stands

pensively beside the coffin.
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Citizens of Guanajuato use

this massive above-ground cemetery

to keep their dead in, as

surrounding ground is too hard

for digging graves.

Inside Guanajuato's Pan Iron •

mummiesare removedfrom coffins fur

display. Here a local citizen

communes with the body

of his long-dead mint.

oath in Mexico is an omnipresent and familiar thing.

When Mexicans are not defying it or courting it in bull rings or homicidal brawls,

they propitiate it in ceremonies and festivals and commemorate it in mausoleums

where remains offriends and relatives are carefully preserved.
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Sculptured heads of the Toltec feathered

serpen t adorn the ruins of temples that were

already old tchen the Aztecs conquered

the valley around Mexico City.

eneath Mexico's elemental medieval

Christianity are remnants of ancient pagan

tradition which survive both in

the minds of the masses and in the crumbling

architecture that surrounds them.

Churches are built on the remains

of Aztec temples; images of oh!

gods peer oddlyfrom the ornate carving

of baroque shrines; figures of Christ are

worshiped as if they were idols.

It Mitlu, near Oaxaca, ruins of an
ancient trmjilr stand near a colonial church

which u as built of stone quarried from

the n ails of the temple itself.

Face of ancient rain god, Tlaloc ( with

bared teeth at bottom), stares from under

group of biblicalfigures on this column

of a church in the city of Guanajuato.
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Thorn-crowned votaries at Atotonilco, near Guanajuato,

pazr with religious rapture at a brightly painted uoodcn statue of Christ.

Statuv depicts him with bleeding wounds* leaning on a vase-shaped column,

his Spanish pantaloons decorated with religious offerings.

Copyrighted material





.In old mmum. Iter face lined

uith tragic, mystical emotion, carries

a lighted candle to utnship

at a Catholic shrine.

matcha'oivhcrc in lite world, not wen in Rome itself, is the

majestic pageantry of the Catholic Church more beautiful or

more devoutly believed in. Nowhere are its rituals performed with

more foregone certainly about their truth.

The soaring interior of the church in the

Concent of Tepolzotlan is a glint ing mass ofgolden

ornament ichere distinctly Mexican motifs are

superimposed on Spanish architecture.

In a church hallway at Atvlnnilco priests u ith

bored expressions listen to confessions. Penitents

sit in confession boxes on the other side of
the n ull, speaking through apertures.

aterial



In Mexico City, Emma Gonzalez,

chocolate heiress, exercises while the sun

streams through the windows

of her room . Of all the contrasts in modern Mexico's seething drama,

the most Striking IS perhaps the contrast between nealth and poverty.

Almost non here else in the ft extern world is the distance so profound lfi<A the same sun penetrating

-

her (Intb farm kitihnt, a uumtin and

that separates flamboyant luxuryfrom stark want her doughty ^ tor^Oat that, with

' */ J beans ana chui^Jotm their staple Jood.





# Saiuty Scott, a Scotchman, with his kilts and hagpipe, too,

• Like other canny travelers, knew exactly what to do

—

He headed for the Statler, and he cried: **I find it nifty,

They really treat me like a guest—and, better yet, ifs thrifty!'

He tried a fancy highland fling on Startler's famous bed.

"It's softer far than heather, and that's softl"* our Sandy said.

"Eight hundred built-in springs and more sure promise a good night,

And as a thrifty Scotchman should, I promise to sleep tight!

0°

f "Now Scotch and water," Sandy said, "have always mixed quite well,

*• And when I'm in a Statler tub—Hoot Mon—that rings the bell

!

Yon stacks of towels snowy white, the water steaming hot,

The luxury of lots of soap—all please this scrubbing Scot.

'a "My Statler meals," the Scot exclaimed, "arc really bonnie nice,

% I've never had so much, so good, at such a thrifty price.

Each dish was perfectly prepared ... as tasty as I've seen . . .

Say, could ye pack and ship a chef to me in Aberdeen?

STATLER
HOTELS

• 'Tin always glad to pipe a tune in Statler's praise," said Sandy,
"» "It's close to business, shops, and shows, the station too is handy.

And there's another reason it's the traveler's favorite spot . .

.

You only spend a little—but you get an airful lot!"

STATIER HOTEIS, NSW YORK |FO«ME«lY HOTEl PENNSYLVANIA)

BOSTON . BUFFALO • CLEVELAND
DETROIT • sr. LOUIS • WASHINGTON

STAT IE I OPEIATEDt HOTEL WILLIAM PINN • PITTSBURGH
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Dog's
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DOG PSYCHOLOGIST HARBISON PONDERS SYMPTOMS THAT BROUGHT THIS PATIENT TO HIS COUCH

He treats phobias and complexes of the canine world

by Herbert Brean

DRAWING by James Thurber in 1938 cor-

rectly forecast what doirs would come to.

PEOPLE with frivolous minds might conclude

from the scene above that the dog is on his psy-

choanalyst's couch, dredging up from his sub-

conscious certain puppyhood memories which have
left him with a disturbing neurosis.

That, as a matter of fact, is just about what is

happening. The dog is a mongrel, part schnauzer,

named Tex whose psyche is pervaded by an over-

powering insecurity complex. The man is Clarence

Ellis Harbison, for some 30 years a dog trainer, au-

thority and breeder, who has now set up in business

as the country's first dog psychologist, a profession

prophesied by James Thurber 12 years ago (left).

While the mental ills of so indigent a group as dogs
may seem as unrewarding a field in which to make a

living as it isjesoteric, Harbison has not found it so.

When he first set up a booth as consulting psycholo-

gist to dogs at the Buffalo Kennel Club Show last

February, he was besieged by owners of neurotic dogs.

After a lecture he gave on his subject to a psychology
class at Xavier University in April, he received a

standing ovation. When he talked for 10 minutes
over a Los Angeles radio station in August, the sta-

tion received some 600 telephone queries within 45

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE 6'



Something happens

...AND IT CAN HAPPEN TO YOU
• ..IN THE TWINKLING OF AN EYI

Was§4

Gentlemen-- 4 .00 pro

On Oct. 19, 19*9, » (tom

the grocery s'ote ? ^ her

„ld daugh'"-
J-

tha,

• „f any u*e to y<>u -

way-

'Wthh "SBooMe <Buggy"

"Jllways Jl.k foy a 1PM,"

AT ALL LEADING STORES

WELSH COMPANY
World's largest manufacturer of folding baby carriages

1535 S. EIGHTH ST. . ST. LOUIS 4, MO.

GATES across Harbison home doorways confine the dogs to different rooms,

enable the master to read in peace, prevent commotion at door when bell rings.

DOG'S FREUD CONTINUED

minutes after Harbison left the microphone. Nor need all this seem
surprising in a world which has seen the blossoming of professional

dog walkers' services, dog menus in restaurants, at least one dog bath

club (membership: $10 a year) where a dog may go for a refreshing

plunge, dog astrologers who cast up can ine horoscopes, and a dog dic-

tionary compiled by Lexicographer Wilfred J. Funk after endless

conversations with dogs.

Having had no formal training in psychology or psychiatry, Har-

bison does not claim to be a full-fledged psychologist in the usual

sense nor, being otherwise employed, does he expect to make a full-

time living at it. Nevertheless he feels deeply that the dog's mental

problems have become as serious as, if less intricate than, those pre-

sented to the professional psychologist by human patients, and his

experience bears this out. His help has been sought by so many own-

ers of dogs suffering from persecution complexes, inferiority atti-

tudes, kleptomania, claustrophobia and other neurotic traits that

his practice may presently burst the bounds of his modest establish-

ment at Noroton, Conn. This seems the more likely since he seldom

charges for the average case, asking instead that the owner make a

$10 to S20 donation to the Westchester County S.P.C.A., of which

he is president. If the dog's aberration does not disappear at the

conclusion of the treatment, the owner pays nothing.

But dog psychology offers other rewards. As Harbison discovered

long ago, dogs not only are as subject to mental illnesses as humans;
they are subject to the same mental illnesses. Since he thinks dogs

are as intelligent as human beings, and far more self-respecting and
kindly ("There is no such thingas a vicious dog") , Harbison feels that

whatever his observations in canine psychology may have taught

him about human behavior is merely bonus. His real reward is the

mutual understanding and tolerance he creates in the master-and-

beast relationship, heretofore marked by bitter recrimination, tear-

ful exchanges and howl-full nights.

Gretel the kleptomaniac

ALTHOUGH it was only in the last year that he set up as canine

/l psychologist, Harbison has been curing dogs of mental ills for a

long time. His first, and still his favorite, psychological case was
Gretel, a wayward German shepherd .afflicted with kleptomania.

This was in the '20s when Harbie, as he is known among dog fanciers,

was operating a kennel in Aberdeen, Md., and the particular object

of Gretel's kleptomania was the chickens on nearby farms. After

repeated beatings her enraged master decided to have her "put to

sleep," which is the dog man's euphemism for extermination.

Harbison, to whom the extermination of wayward dogs is on a par

with capital punishment for wayward children, asked to be given

the dog for a few weeks. He isolated her in a kennel, took good care

of her and discovered that, removed from temptation, Gretel was a

tractable, intelligent dog. Gretel in turn discovered that there were

CONTINUED ON P«CI 72
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says SUSAN HAYWARD,

co-starred with DANA ANDREWS
in the SAMUEL GOLDWYN production,

"MY FOOLISH HEART"

Though if lasts only a few minutes on the screen, the football sequence in "My Foolish Heart" took days to film! I had to sit with

chilled, icy hands through three days of some of the rawest, meanest weadier I've ever seen before we got the final "take" . . .

Next day, I spenthourswashingdishes

to satisfy director Mark Robson . .

.

But Jergens Lotion kept my hands So that they were soft and beautiful And in close-ups with Dana Andrews.

from looking "weatherbeaten".

.

CAN YOUR LOTION
OR HAND CREAM PASS

THIS "FILM TEST"?

To soften, a lotion or cream should be

absorbed by upper layers of skin.

Jergens Lotion contains quickly-ab-

sorbed ingredients doctors recommend
— no heavy oils that merely coot the

skin. Proof? Water won't "bead" on

hand smoothed with Jergens Lotion (left

hand) as with a lotion or cream that

leoves a heavy, oily film (right hand).

in tender, romantic scenes .

.

Lovely hands are easy to have .

rare

ns
Lotion

used by mere women
than any other hand care

in the world

still lOc to $1 plus lax

Being a liquid, Jergens Lotion is Prove it to yourself by making the You'll discover why Jergens Lotion is And is used by Hollywood stars 7 to

quickly absorbed by thirsty skin . . . easy test described above . . . my beauty secret. . . 1 over other hand cares!
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DEMI'SICY learned poise, bal-

ance with the aid of a rubber ball.

DOG'S FREUD CONTINUED

people in the world who loved, and did not beat, dogs. Harbison then

decided to try to channel Gretel's undoubted talents into commen-
surate activities. He turned her over to a New Jersey trainer who
made Gretel into one of the first U.S. guide dogs for the blind. She
spent seven years usefully leading a sightless Bostonian through
Harvard and into a successful insurance business. Harbison feels she

opened his eyes to the possibilities of canine psychiatry.

The first step in the Harbison treatment of a neurotic dog consists

of an interview with the master, during which he learns the dog's

history, who feeds him, whether he has been trained, how and if he
is punished. (Whipping is frequently the answer to everything; Har-
bison has run across people who punished a dog by chasing him with

a roaring vacuum cleaner.) Some-
times he can put his finger on the

cause of the dog's difficulty without

ever seeing him. He cured a seeming-

ly claustrophobic Doberman owned
by Rudy Vallee in this way. Vallee

was living in a New York apartment

and playing at a hotel when Himmel,
the Doberman, daily began making
frantic efforts around 11 a.m. to get

out of the nearest door or window.

During these spells he seemed in a

perfect frenzy at being confined by
walls. Called on for an opinion, Har-

bie diagnosed the case at once. Be-

cause of Vallee's living habits, Him-
mel was in the apartment contin-

uously from dinnertime, when the

orchestra leader left for the evening's engagement, until the follow-

ing noon, when he arose. Himmel's frenzy was simply the result of

a decent desire to visit the men's room.
Although a dog's inability to communicate in human speech sub-

merges and therefore helps aggravate his aberrations, it does not

particularly impede Harbie's psychological treatment. One reason

is that many difficulties originate with the masters, virtually all of

whom can talk. Another is that Harbie, having taught dozens of obe-

dience classes, trained scores of dogs and judged or attended nearly

2,000 dog shows, can very nearly read a dog's mind. Usually after

the initial interview he pays a visit to the home and watches the dog's

reactions to his normal environment. Occasionally he takes serious

cases for observation at his home.
This is a Colonial house of medium size whose back yard is given

over to a dog run, complete with grooming table and a high perch

(like children, dogs like to be up high occasionally). The basement
contains pens for the use of larger dogs at night; the smaller dogs

—

Harbison keeps seven, some of them former patients—sleep either

in his bedroom or in Mrs. Harbison's.

Harbison studies the patient's mental make-up over a period of

days, watching how he plays, eats and reacts to other dogs, strangers

and friends. He thus gradually deduces the cause of the trouble. The
cure is sometimes a relatively simple adjustment achieved almost

mechanically. Dempsey (above), a Staffordshire terrier whom Har-

bison rescued from a humane society gas chamber, for example, was
a remarkably alert dog, bursting with steel-muscled energy, who
hurried everything he did in a senseless passion of anxiety, knock-

ing over people, chairs and vases in his eagerness to do what he was
told. Harbison turned Dempsey into a relatively calm, relaxed dog

by training him to balance a ball on his head, which taught him pa-

tience, delicacy of movement and self-confidence.

Self-confidence is as important to the canine personality as it is

to the human. Psychically dogs are simple-minded animals who
express emotion immediately, be it joy, sorrow (they occasionally

weep), interest, fear or rage. They have keen scent, good hearing

and phenomenal memories. Generally speaking they like human
company better than that of their own kind, and they seek and
need a master to guide their lives amid the welter of complexities

and nerve strains that are modern civilization. Many masters fail

to supply this guidance, and the dogs' troubles usually result, as do
humans', from efforts to cope with problems too big or too complex
for their adjustive abilities. Thus the dog that is constantly or un-

fairly berated learns to cringe and slink as the best, if ineffectual,

solution to his difficulty. Once learned, such behavior patterns are

seldom changed without outside help.

Harbison's practice has brought him some curious samples of ca-

nine psychology, such as dogs with fixations on particular bones
or a morbid fear of lightning, but he finds most cases are common
forms of misbehavior that are carried to neurotic extremes. While
no two dogs are alike, and consequently no single cure can apply to

it isn't
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Sue...
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|
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PEPPERELL BRINGS BIG VALUES IN SHEETS
Sheet sales in January are as traditional as

weddings in June. And whatever kind of sheets

you want, whatever price you want to pay, you

can count on Pepperell—famous for sheets and

sheeting for over a hundred years. Pepperell

brings you three fine grades of sheets: exquisite

Combed Percales, long-wearing Luxury Muslins

and economical Utility Muslins. What's more,

you'll find bargains not only in fine white sheets,

but in glamorous colored sheets, too. Look for

aqua, peach, soft maize, rose, pink, and blue-
in all three grades of sheets. At January sale

prices, you won't want to pass up the luxury

of flattering colored sheets. Be sure to ask for

Pepperell sheets—Muslin or fine Combed Per-

cale—at your favorite store today!

Family of Seven Sleeps on Long-Wearing Pepperell Luxury Muslin Sheets

It's a wise mother who goes for the thrifty beauty of

Pepperell Luxury Muslin sheets. She knows they're

the longest-wearing muslins—woven with more than

140 threads per square inch— the finest grade of

muslin she can buy! Yet sturdy as they are, they're

beautifully textured. And they grow even smoother,

softer with every laundering. They're an extra good

buy inJanuary— the perfect sheet for the whole family!

BRIDE-TO-BE STOCKS UP ON PEPPERELL COMBED
PERCALES. What bride wouldn't want luxurious Combed Percale

sheets? And at January sale prices, she can afford a whole hope

chest full ! Pepperell Combed Percales are made of fine cotton

combed till only longer-staple fibres remain, woven 180 threads per

square inch. Extra smooth, extra soft, extra strong, extra beautiful!

YOUNG COUPLE SAVES PENNIES—BUYS UTILITY
MUSLINS—For long wear at a down-to-earth price, Pepperell

Utility Muslins can't be beat! Woven 128 threads per square inch,

they're top quality in their price range, low-priced for January ! Like

all Pepperell sheets, these Utility Muslin sheets come in flatter-

ing tub-fast 1'personality
H

colors as well as traditional white.

PEPPERELL MANUFACTURING COMPANY, BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS

Remember, in January as always, Pepperell is a promise . . .

of top quality in fine Combed Percale and Muslin sheets

PEPPERELL SHEETS
73
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Pleasant . .

.

real mint for

taste and breath.

Gentle . .

.

contains the finest

known polishing

ingredients.

Effective . .

.

made with

antacid

HARBISON PRESCRIPTIONS
FREQUENT BARKING—'This is probably the commonest diffi-

culty. The owner should always try to learn why the dog is barking.

Sometimes the dog is simply confused—commands are given him
weakly and inconsistently, or else the owner is a tough disciplinarian

who gives too many commands. Sometimes a dog barks out of sheer

boredom. A dog's life should be varied by daily grooming, a variety

of foods, walks and training in obedience and tricks. He needs an in-

terest in life as much as any human."

AGGRESSIVENESS TOWARD STRANGERS—"The owner
should bear in mind that protecting his property is one of his dog's

strongest impulses. Let him bark once or twice—after all, a dog has his

privileges—and then tell him it is all right. If he tends to bite stran-

gers, teach him to sit and shake hands, then make him shake hands

with everyone who comes to the house. This will win him praise and

admiration and sublimate his previous aggression."

OVERFRIENDLINESS—"Never, never let a dog put his paws up
on you. Teach him that anyone's person is forbidden territory, that

he cannot demand attention. Give no quarter in this."

CHASING CARS—"The answer to this is simple: adog should nev-

er run free. No dog handler lets his dogs roam the neighborhood, for

they can get into all kinds of difficulties. If you feel you must, a chain

dangled from his collar will whip his legs when he runs fast after cars,

or he can be equipped with a harness from which is suspended a wooden
rod that strikes his knees when he runs."

DOG'S FREUD CONTINUED

all cases, he has certain standard prescriptions for standard com-
plaints, samples of which appear above.

His treatment is double-barreled: eliminating the cause of the

dog's bad behavior pattern and launching him on a mental-recondi-

tioning course designed to bring him back to healthy, doggish ways

of living. With Tex, the mongrel, as tough a case as Harbison has

encountered, this began, as with most Harbison patients, from the

moment they met.

Tex had been a timid, well-mannered pup when he was adopted

in Texas by a young flier and his bride. But their traveling existence

necessitated turning Tex over to a succession of masters, some of

whom already had dogs. With each change Tex grew more jealous

and insecure, and therefore more ugly; he bit a member of one fam-

ily, and that on Christmas. He wound up, a real problem dog, in an
animal shelter where Harbison found him.

Taking him over, Harbison briskly ordered Tex in to his car, know-
ing Tex hated cars, and, ignoring him, drove him home. No one had
dared bathe Tex for months; he disliked baths. Harbison bathed

him and offered him food. When he refused it, it was taken away,

and Tex was confined to a training box. During the next few days
Tex watched Harbie and Harbie watched Tex. He quickly recog-

nized the dog's aggressive barking and growling as a defense mech-
anism which disguised a morbidly fearful attitude. Henceforth Tex
got a kindly word when he was good; blunt, quiet-voiced reproof

when he was not. A cup ofwater dashed in his face was the strongest

punishment he received for excessive barking. After a few days he
regained his appetite and was gradually introduced to the other

dogs in the Harbison menage. For a time he barked and snarled at

them, but they ignored him, and Tex apparently began to sense the

absurdity of his behavior. That is, he began to grow up, or adjust

to an environment which was not beyond his capacity. His barking

and snapping diminished. He tolerated the other dogs, and while he
still displayed a tendency to revert to his inferiority attitude, this

too gradually disappeared. He spent many happy periods lying at

the feet of his new master or on the couch in his study, listening to

a calm voice tell him he was a good dog and was wanted, and feeling

a friendly hand pat his head—all that it takes to make a dog's world

deeply and completely right. A few months more and Tex will be
ready to take his place in society.

One aspect of his treatment pleases Harbison very much. That is

that it is permanent. Once he has made a master understand his

dog's problem and has both master and dog well launched in their

new modes of behavior ("I tell the owner he has to do exactly as I

say"), there are few relapses into the old difficulties. Lorelei, for

instance, a Doberman pinscher possessed of fierce aggressiveness,

was brought to Harbison for training when he was conducting an

Actress

Angelyn Orr, popular radio star, has her

own "program" Cur keeping her hands
lovely— famous Italian Balm, used daily.

Countless women switch to Italian Balm for

winter. It takes a rich, concentrated lotion

to protect skin anainst severe cold and biting

wind ! Proved in Canada. Italian Balm soft-

ens rough, dry, chapped skin overnight. So
economical! One drop serves both hands.

Try it—see the amazing difference with this

richer lotion! 254. SOfc $1 per bottle.

Italian Balm
for CHAP-FREE HANDS

HOW TO GIVE

QUICK REST
TO TIRED EVES

• Eyes tired? Feci

as if you can't

•work, can't enjoy
yourself? Then
give them a
quick rest—

• Put two drops of

gentle Murine in

each eye. It cleanses
and soothes.

• In seconds, your
eyes feel rested.

Murine's sevon
ingredients help
your eyes feel Bin.

MURINE
FOR YOUR EYESfii^
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VETERANS OF FOREIGN WARS "GOLDEN ANNIVERSARY APPRECIATION" CONTEST

Established SO Years
This great American organization

.

has extended a kind, charitable I

and helping hand to war veterans
i

in every State of the Union ... to
j

foreign lands . . . wherever a veter-

KB needs and is entitled to benefits
j

from the Government.

Hero ore a tew ©t Iho ma|or prill
winners In tho first V.F.W. CoroV.t —
555,985 00 In cMh end > Chevrolet

re paid in prim fa the for-

I.

a°** * :

IMU Winner, Mr. E. ft. j

Mimtbnvn, Sail Lake !

dry I, Utah. Mr. Mus-
{

selrnan vmic, "Please i

accept my heartfelt :

thanks for the 120,000.- :

00 check I received in :

the morning mail.
One who enters such a contest knows :

his contribution will ro to aid veterans
j

who sacrificed so much so that our i

nation might remain free."

$10,000.00 Class ft, and $5,000.00
Jack Pal Wnnar, JoeJ S<better, ftraaa- :

lyn 19, N. Y. Mr. Schecter wrote, "I
|

have just received the wonderful news
j

of my good fortune with the twochecks
;

for 115,000.00 . . . your organization :

will always find a warm spot in my :

heart for It..."

MS. SCIIE CTER A1SO WAS AWARDED A
j

new Chevrolet roa promptness.

$2,500.00 a«ss C Prlxa Winnor, Mrs.
j

Florence M. Cunningham, Now York
|

City. Mrs. Cunningham wrote, "I
;

heartily endorse your very fine efforts
i

to add revenue to the Rehabilitation <

Service activities of the V.F.W., and
]

consider it a privilege and a pleasure to i

be able to contribute in my small way
to such a worthy cau§e."

R. B. HANDY, JR.,

Quorternvatler
General, Veterans of

Foreign Wan

"Keeping always in mind its primary
objective of 'honoring the dead by
helping the living,' the Veterans of

\

Foreign Wars brings this contest to the
American people us a means of raising

j

funds for the VFW Rehabilitation
j

Service that will be used exclusively in
j

the work of caring for our disabled
j

comrades and their loved ones, and for
j

the widows and orphans of those who
j

gave their lives in the cause of freedom.8
'•

SIXTY-TWO
THOUSAND, FIVE

HUNDRED DOUARS ,

NO PUZZLES TO SOLVE! NO TIE-BREAKERS! DUPLICATE PRIZES IN EVENT OF TIES!

THIS NEW CONTEST IS SPONSORED FOR THE BENEFIT OF
THE VETERANS OF FOREIGN WARS REHABILITATION SERVICE AND,

(Pram* Do Not Confute With Any Other Fund-Raiting Car

. "The entire nation owes an everlasting debt to its fighting

j
men, especially to those who came home permanently dia-

I abled. We cannot afford to stand by while government
I agencies, alone, try to meet this obligation. The Veterans of

Foreign Wars is doing its utmost to help these men, and the

I widows and orphans of those who gave their lives for us. We
are sponsoring this fund-raising contest solely for the benefit

j
of these men and their dependents, and we urge the Amer-
ican people to give us their support in this worthy cause."

CLYDE A. LEWIS, Conmandar-lrvXhief, Veteran* of Foreign Wars*

palgnt Far Any Other Veterans Organization.)

"In dedicating this contest, and its proceeds, to the
welfare of our disabled veterans, their families, and
to the widows and orphans of those who died, the
Veterans of Foreign Wars is voicing its gratitude to
them, and its deep appreciation of what they did.

In battle, their service knew no bounds. Now. in

peace, they deserve the best that we can offer.

Through the VFW Rehabilitation Service the net
proceeds from this contest will be for them."

H. N. HENSLEY, Adjutant General, Veteran* of Foreign Wars

° N** '950
'

FOR FUN
AND

FORTUNE!
Play this simple,

fascinating CONTEST

game of

"FAMOUS AMERICAN
PORTRAITS"

WHICH
FAMOUS

AMCKICAH-
AM IT

As statesman and scholar I won tame,

Lightning helped nuke famous my name, <

My signature on our Declaration—

Helped tree our land and form our nation.

YOU CAN ENTER FOR ANY ONE, TWO OR THREE CLASSES
OF PRIZES, AND ENTER AS MANY TIMES AS YOU WANT,
A0 money To po y all prlias in tnb cont.it hat b«*ti d.poiit.d in Th. Fit it Notional Bonk, nomas City, Mo.

(SEE OFFICIAL CONTEST RULES BELOW)

CLASS A (loo prizes)

III PRIZE . . $30,000.00
2nd PRIZE
3rd PRIZE . .

4th PRIZE . .

5th PRIZE . .

6th PRIZE . .

7th PRIZE . .

*th PRIZE . .

9th PRIZE . .

10th PRIZE .

90 PRIZES Each

3,000.00

2,000.00
1,000.00

500.00
350.00
200.00
150.00
100.00
75.00
50.00

$31,875.00

CLASS B
let PRIZE
2nd PRIZE
3rd PRIZE . .

4th PRIZE . .

5th PRIZE . .

6th PRIZE . .

7lh PRIZE . .M PRIZE . .

9th PRIZE . .

I Oth PRIZE .

90 PRIZES Each

(100 PRIZES)

. $10,000.00
, . 1,500.00

1,000.00
500.00
250.00
175.00
100.00
(0.00
65.00
50.00
25.00

CLASS C
lit PRIZE
2nd PRIZE
3rd PRIZE . .

4th PRIZE . .

5th PRIZE . .

6th PRIZE . .

7th PRIZE . .

•th PRIZE . .

9th PRIZE . .

1 Oth PRIZE .

90 PRIZES Each

(100 PRIZES)

. . $ 2,500.00
, . 500.00
. . 250.00
, . 150.00
. . 100.00

, . 75.00
, . 60.00
, . 50.00
, . 40.00

30.00
10.00

$4,655.00$15,970.00

—and $10,000.00 EXTRA IN CONSOLATION CASH PRIZESI
All those entering this contest, will be given an opportunity to enter a Consolation Contest
paying an additional $10,000.00 in cash prizes. The Consolation Contest is similar in nature
and jingle to this primary contest. You will be entitled to enter the Consolation Contest,
without a donation, which will njake you eligible for prizes totaling $1,500.00. If you make
a donation of $2.00, in the Consolation Contest, you will be eligible for prizes totaling

$2,500.00. If you make a donation of $5.00, in that Contest, you will be eligible for prizes

totaling $6,000.00.

YOU, TOO, CAN WIN BIG MONEY
AND AN AUTOMOBILE IN A HURRY
A PATRIOTIC CONTEST FOR PATRIOTIC CITIZENS

Once you have identified the "Famous American" described in It's hard to believe, but it's absolutely true! You can win as much
the jingle above, then complete the following 2-linn jingle, filling

in the first two spaces withlhenamcof the "FamousAmerican."
as $38,500.00 and a brand new, latest model Chevrolet 4-door
sedan (or its equivalent in cash). Who is the "Famous American"
described above? (Use contest entry blank.)

Just imagine what entering this contest can mean to you! You
can win one or several of the hundreds of prizes being offered in

this sensational contest, sponsored in behalf of a charitable cause
close to the hearts of every American citizen.

What are your most cherished hopes? A new home? . . . Would
you like to pay off the mortgage on the one you now live in? - - -

HERE ARE HELPFUL HINTS for writing your own 2-liuc jingle: Provide for the education of your children?

e of "Famous Ainei icj.d"j vFill in 3 words or lesn».

John Do* was this m
Nil place ii eternal i

n of list*,

ith our notion 'i geeof.

John Do* woi this proof mon'i nemo

Who Ii.ti forever in ow Hall of feme.

. Travel? . . . Have
more Life insurance for the protection of your family? . . . New
furniture for your home? . . . The latest home appliances for
comfort and convenience? . . . Practically anything and everything
that makes life enjoyable? . . . All of this possible lp you enter
THIS CONTEST. DO IT NOWI

Your Contribution will Help Support
th* REHABILITATION SERVICE of Hi*

VETERANS OF FOREIGN WARS.
Under the direction of the Veterans of

i
Foreign Wars National Rehabietta-

i
tics Service, many thousands of claims
of wounded, disabled and distressed vet-

I erans are handled annually.

I
VFW Rehabiutation Service is staffed

j
with medical, legal and claims experts

: who provide, free of charge, such tech-

; nical advice and assistance as veterans
and their families may require concern-

: ing disability pensions and compensa-
:

lions, hospitalization, burial allowances,

;
government insurance, educational and
vocational training and employment as-

;
sistance.

Such claims are prosecuted by the

; VFW before the Veterans Administra-
i tion without cost to the individual
: veteran, to secure for him or his family
• such benefits from the government to
: which he is entitled under the law.

The urgent needs of millions of veter-

; ans of World War II, added to those of
veterans from former wars, needless to

;
say, have placed a tremendous burden

i upon the financial resources of the VFW.
j At a recent meeting of the VFW Na-
: tional Welfare Service Committee, Dt>
] rector George K. Ijams said, "The VFW
National Rehabilitation Service

j made it possible for more than 156,000
veterans to obtain recognition for their

: claims for government benefits."

THIS WORK DESERVES YOUR HELP I

j We sincerely hope that the net resultsof

! this contest will provide the additional

; funds needed to carry on this great
i rehabilitation service work on a
j larger scale than ever before. In that
: spirit of service to the unfortunate, you
j
are asked to ENTER THIS CONTESTI

j
The National Headquarters of Veter-

;
ans or Foreign Wars of the United

;
States, Kansas City 2, Mo., will be
pleased to send information regarding

: the extent of its rehabilitation service
; to anyone on request, without obligation.

PLEASE READ CAREFULLY—OFFICIAL CONTEST RULES AND ENTRY BLANK!
1. $62,500 in cash, and a brand new

Chevrolet 4-door Skdan (or iti

equivalent In CASH, at winner's op-
tion) will be paid to the prize-winning
contestants in this Contest. Cash
prizes will be distributed as follows:

100 Clan A ca*h prim
totaling ,31,173.00

100 Qati 6 coih prim
totaling $15,970.00

100 Qmi C cath print
totaling $4,355.00

—and 27 CASH PRIZES to-
taling $10,000.00 In a pac-
ta! Centeletien Contest.

2. This contest Is open to any resi-
dent of the continental {jailed States
except national officers of Veterans
or Foreign Wars or employees of the
National Organization of VFW, or
its advertising agency or iu contest
iurhrinj? company, nr members of their
families. A nyone who has van $1,000.0*)
or more in cask or in kind in any pre-
vious contest sponsored by any organiza-
tion or Jim is also excluded. Sworn
statements that this rule has been
observed will be required before any
contestant is adjudged a winner. All
entries must bear a permanent home
address in the continental U. S. or,
for members of the Armed Forces, an
official AJ>.0. or Fleet P.O. Dumber.

J. Each contestant can send in as
many entries as he or she desires. How-
ever, each entry must be accompanied
by a contribution as specified in the
Contest Entry Blank.

'4* Entries will be judged on ac-

curacy in identifying the "Famous
Americao" in the contest, and on the
originality and appropriateness of Uie

required 2-line jingle about the
"Famous Amciicari.''

5. Any contestant who accepts help
of any kind in writing the jingle or
iinglea from anyone (same family or

household excepted) will be disquali-

fied. Sworn statements that this rule

has been observed will be required
liefore any contestant is adjudged a
winner.

6. AH entries become the property
of the Veterans or Foreign Wars or
the L'mted States and will not be
returned, nor at any time will any
jingle submitted by any contestant be
announced, quoted, or published either
before or after the close of this contest
by the VFW.
7. All entries will be acknowledged

and receipted for the amount of the
contribution.

S. Soon after May 15. 1950, a list

of all the winners of the 300 cash
prizes, totaling $52,500.00, and of the
promptness award winners, will be
sent to all contestants, and with it,

instructions for entering the Consola-
tion Contest, totaling $10,000.00 in

additional cash prizes.

All entries will be judged by the
expert judges of The Reuben H.
Donnelley Corporation. (This com-
pany has a national reputation for
fairness in judging contests and, in the
opinion of VFW, is best qualified for

this purpose.)

1 0. AH cash, money orders or
checks submitted will be considered
as contributions, regardless of the
amount, and the entry will be placed
in the classification completely cov-
ered by the contributor.

11. Veterans or Foseicn Wars
or the United States, their advertis-
ing agency and their judging company
will not be responsible for lost or de-
layed communications or for clerical

or mechanical errors, and each con-
testant, by the act of sending in the
entries, agrees to be bound by the rules
and instructions, and, in any event, by
the decision of the Veterans op
ForeignWarsofthe United States
and /or its judging company.

12. Entries may be submitted on
the Official Contest Entry Blank, or
on a plain piece of paper, with con-
testant's name and addre**
printed clearly.

MAIL TO: Veterans of Foreign Wars of the United States

"Famous American" Portrait Contest
Box 5037, Dept. B-4, Chicago 77, Illinois

Here is my entry in your "Famous American!' Contest:

{Same al "Famous American" decrioed utwvcj iFIII in 3 uurU* or Icoa)

(Write a line, the last word of which rhymes with ilm completed first line.)

THIS IS YOUR
ENTRY BLANK
PLEASE USE IT

NOW

With this entry, I enclose my contribution to your
organization for the benefit of VFW Rehabilitation
Fund as checked: (please cbecr carefully.)

( ) I enclose 53 for consideration In Class C
Prizes, first price of which is $2,500.00.

) I ENCLOSE $9 for consideration in Class B
Prizes, first prize of which is $10,000.00.

) t ENCLOSE $10 for consideration in Class A
Prizes, first prize of which is $20,000.00.

) I ENCLOSE $7 for consideration in Classes R
At C Prize*, first prizes of which total $12,500.00.

) I ENCLOSE $12 for consideration in Classes A
& C Prizes, first prizes of u hich total $22,500.00.

( ) I ENCLOSE SIS for consideration in Classes A
&B Prizes, first prizes of which total $JO,000.00.

( ) I ENCLOSE $17 for consideration in Classes A,
k B & C Prizes, first prizes of which total

f $32,500.00.

You are to acknowledge my entry and send me an
official receipt of my contribution. I have read the

terms of the contest and agree to abide by them and
the judges' decisions.

"NAME (Your SLaraaturc)

NAME (Print Plainly)

ADDRESS (Print Plainlyj

CITY (Include Zone No.) (Print Plainly)

STAT ifl Pfint~PI airily)

important! If at all possible, contestant is urged to
send contributions by check or money order, hade
payable to VFW "FAMOUS AMERICAN"
PORTRAIT CONTEST, ir you send cash, wrap
IT INSIDE YOUR ENTRY ELAN K,

(Th* requirements stated In

this Contest Entry Blank are a port

of th* Offklal Contort Rulss)

# All entries mint be poirmarhed
before MIDNIGHT, SATURDAY,
APRIL 1, 1950. (Entrl«i and contri-

burionj received attar April 15,

1950 Wilt be returned to ifdfX.)

• Entrie. postraarkad before MIDNIGHT, SATURDAY, JANUARY
28, 1950, and received net later than February 6, 1950, will be
fudged for the PROMPTNESS PRIZE of a brand new, 4-Door
Chevrolet Sedan (or Hi equivalent in coih at winner'* option),

IN ADDITION TO THE CASH PRIZES.
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Say, Isn't She a Peach ?

Your baby is a peach, too, we bet!

And we're really experts at picking

peaches — in the bassinet or in the

orchard. For, at Cerbcr's, babies

(and what they eat) are our only

business.

Speaking of orchards, each season

Gerber's specialists okay only the

special fruits best suited to your

baby. The same is true of vegetables

and grains. Then, these are cooked

by Gerber's own Double-Protection

Method. 1. It protects the naturally

good flavor babies like. 2. It main-

tains a high degree of the vitamins

and minerals your baby needs.

Your Peach needs meats, too. For

they provide important body-build-

ing proteins. So, among our newest

Baby Specialties, you'll find the

tastiest, most appetizing beef, veal

ami liver you've flBsfippKY
ever seen. Prepared BOB
from Armour quality cuts. Ready

to serve. And about 50% cheaper

than meats you'd spend hours scrap-

ing yourself.

Who knows best what's best for your

Peach? Wouldn't you say your doc-

tor first? And then the people who
spend all their time studying baby

foods. From Starting Cereals

through Junior Meats, Gerber's

please more babies. And, all are ac-

cepted by the Council on

Foods and Nutrition of

The American Medical ^gsar
Association.

Start on Gerber's FREE!

Send for Cereal samples

Dept. LF1-0, Fremont, Mich.
In Canada, Gerber's

Toronto.

ers

Babies are our business ... 'pur only business ;

DOG'S FREUD CONTINUED

obedience class several years ago in Chicago. At the sight of another

dog she went berserk, barking and tugging frantically at her leash

to get at the other dog. Harbison soon discovered that dislike and
resentment for the dog by neighbors had given her owners a shamed,
defensive feeling about her, a feeling that they communicated to

Lorelei. It drove her crazy.

Harbison explained what the dog's potential was to her owners
and took Lorelei under his care. After some weeks her inferiority

vanished, never to reappear. Subsequently Lirclci won all three of

the canine obedience degrees then conferred by the American Ken-

nel Club—CD (Companion Dog), CDX (Companion Dog Excel-

lent) and UD (Utility Dog).

Harbison ascribes much of his knowledge of canine psychology,

and the manyr
,
many tricks required to treat il successfully, to a

particular phase of his career. That began 64 years ago in Schenec-

tady, where he was born the son, grandson and nephew of horse-

men. There were always dogs around the house, and although he
worked foratimeforthe General Electric Company, there wasnever
much doubt as to what he would do in life, lie started a kennel in

Maryland in 1923 and over the years appeared on the stage with

trained dogs, managed kennel clubs, helped pioneer obedience train-

ing in this country, battled against unjust or discriminatory dog
legislation and has served on many humane society boards. In ad-

dition he is also dog-show promotion manager O.r the Quaker Oats

Company. However, beginning in 1928, Harbison was kennel editor

of Vogue and House & Garden for 15 years, during which he under-

took to answer every question that any reader might write him. As
any editor knows, that is undertaking a great ileal, and it drove him
to enormous lengths of research and experiment. It is partly on this

fund of knowledge that he now draws.

If the dog is man's best friend, Harbison is quite possibly the dog's.

He has a deep love for dogs

—

all dogs, even lap dogs, although the

German shepherd is his favorite—and he is inclined to get a little

irritated at people, a breed he usually views tolerantly, who bring

him patients and begin with "My dog is perfect except for one thing."
" 'Except for one thing,' " he may snort to his wife afterward. "How
perfect does a dog have to be? How many people are perfect except

for one thing?"

He is inclined to believe that much of the misunderstanding be-

tween people and dogs is due to mankind's age-old fear of rabies.

He likes to point out that rabies is actually one of the rarest of dog

diseases, that during all of 1949 only 15 rabid dog! were discovered

in all of populous New York State. He also likes to point out that

a frequent cause of trouble lies in an owner's unknowingly letting

the dog boss him. His friend, Dr. James R. Kinney, Chief Veteri-

narian at New York's Ellin Prince Speyer 1 Lospttal for Animals, tells

of a dog that, properly houscbroken, summoned the maid when-
ever he needed to go out by pressing the dining-room buzzer. If the

maid did not appear the first time, the dog buzzed again. But if she

did not appear on the second summons, the dog used the carpet.

He hail her trained in no time.

MORNING WALK of six of their dogs by the Harbisons requires multiple

leashes. From left: Staffordshire, springer, Afghan, pug, shepherd and setter.



Bufferin
TRADEMARK

/fas &t//ce as £st<#sjsp/m*/

New product for fast pain relief doesn't disagree with you !

PAIN-RELIEVING INGREDIENTS IN

THE BLOOD AFTER 10 MINUTES

BUFFERIN

ASPIRIN
•

No tablet, powder or any other product that you
take to relieve pain can start relieving it until it is

absorbed into your bloodstream. For only then docs

it go to work to give you the relief you want.

Clinical studies prove that people who take Bufferin

have twice as much pain-relieving ingredients in the

blood stream after 10 minutes as those who take as-

pirin. Bufferin acts twice as fast to relieve pain!

Many people take an antacid when they take aspirin.

With BufTcrin this is not necessary because Bufferin is

an antacid. Bufferin actually protects your stomach

from aspirin irritation.

IF YOU HAVE BEEN ADVISED BY YOUR DOCTOR

TO TAKE LARGE DOSES OF ASPIRIN AND YOU FIND

THAT ASPIRIN CAUSES GASTRIC DISTRESS

—

ASK YOUR DOCTOR ABOUT BUFFERIN.

In a recent clinical test, 200 patients

—

20 ofwhom had

suffered gastric disturbances after taking aspirin—
were given identical doses of Bufferin. The astonish-

ing results: Only one of the 200 had even mild distress!

Ask your dentist or physician about the remarkable

effectiveness of Bufferin. Get Bufferin from your drug-

gist. In handy 12-tablet, pocket-size package—or eco-

nomical 36- and 100-tablet packages for home use.

WHIN M A Lf-DOSFS ARK INOIC.TKD

IF YOU SUFFER PAIN FROM ARTHRITIS OR RHEUMATISM, ASK YOUR PHYSICIAN ABOUT BUFFERIN



Vl/afefi me WftNKLE-PKOOF my bed Watch me put on a Pacific Contour

Sheetf—the newest, most amazing sheet ever made! It's actually wrinkle-proof, it can't muss or pull out once

on the bed! The secret? Contour Sheets are pre-shaped . . . and they're the only pre-shaped sheets that have

four sewn-in inhered corners and a generous tuck-under on all four sides! X Look, it takes me only a moment

to put on this wonderful bottom-sheet . . . and what dreamy sleeping comfort I'll get!

1 . / cap one mattress corner uith the first of the

sheet's sewn-in, tape-bound mitentl corners.

2. On f>oes the second corner. The tuck-under slips

right into place—needs only a quick smoothing.

PACIFIC fSAVB TIME AND WORK

No excess material to get tangled in! Not a pin or pleat necessary! No daily remaking of the bottom-

sheet required with wrinkle-proof Contours—once on, they're on to stay! (Sanforizing* keeps

them size perfect ! ) X Woven of Pacific's soft and sturdy extra-strength muslin, these sheets give good

long wear. You can get Pacific Contour Sheets for botli standard-size twin and double mattresses,

as well as for crib mattresses—so get them for all your family. X Look for Pacific

Contour Sheets, and for Pacific's other famous sheets in fine combed percale

and muslins, when you sliop the January White Sales. Pacific Contours are

low-priced, at stores the country over. Write us for the name of your nearest store.

* Remaining thrinkagn lc*« thio 1% tTrmdn murL at V»ri&r. Mill*

4. / /'/' the mattress slightly in order to

cap the last corner. The tuck-under gives

further anchorage.

3. The sheet is pulled taut and held securely as I

fit the third comer over the mattress corner.

CONTOUR

PACIFIC
SHEETS

Notable Pacific Products:

PACIFIC CONTOUR SHEETS • PACIFIC COMBED PERCALE

PACIFIC EXTRA-STRENGTH MUSLIN • PACIFIC TRUTH MUSLIN

PACIFIC RADIANT SHEET (electrically heated)

Pacific Quilted Mattreu Protectors

Pacific Supersorb Towels • hiciftc Silver Cloth

Cotton and rayon fabrics for men's, women's,

and children's tcear

Free booklet: "The story of Pacific Balanced Sheets." Drop a card to Pacific Mills, Dept. Kl, 214 Church Street, New York 13
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THIS WINE IS FINE, these five apree. The Sicilian standing at left pinches his with a familiar I .S. ^e>ture. Hra/ilian al riphl pinches the Inhe of his ear. llie seated

cheek to show his pleasure; the Ameriean sirl in eenter makes a sign nf satisfaction French pirl kisses her fineers. and the Colomhian at lower right happily pulls eyelid.

GESTURE LANGUAGE

How different peoples talk with

their hands is told in new book

Although each ofthe people in the above picture

is making u diiferciil gesture, they arc all saying

the same thing: this w inc is terrific. They are mak-
ing different gestures hecauso llic\ are of different

nationalities. II the wine hail heen even mure ter-

rifle, the Brazilian standing al the right might have

reached around hchind his head anil pinched his

other ear to prove his point. He and the others are

friends of Dr. Mario Pei, gathered together hy him
to illustrate some gestures which Pei touches on

in a new hook, Tin- Story ej hinpuiijfc (Lippineolt,

85). Dr. Pei, a Columbia Universitj professor, es-

timates I here are some 700.000 gestures tucked

away in different parts of the world. Some of them
arc ipiick and simple, like a shrug or a nod of the

head. Others are historical in their origin, like the

salute, derived from a motion medieval kuiglils

made when they raised visors. But gestures can be

confusing. To see how they vary in meaning and

method from country7 to eounlrv, turn the page.

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE 79
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Gesture Language CONTINUED

Do you think

you should drink less coffee ?

Ever notice how many people keep

count of their daily cups of coffee?

Maybe you do yourself.

For much as you enjoy coffee, you

know what the caffein in it can do to

some people. How it can make them

nervous or tense. How it can keep them

from the pleasure of a good night's rest.

So whenever you begin to feel jittery

—

or find yourself sleeping poorly—you

probably start thinking about how much
coffee you drink. Should you drink less

of this delicious beverage? Should you

give it up entirely?

Should you? Not at all!

DRINK SAnKA COFFEE

You can still enjoy real coflce—and yet

stop worrying—because Sanka Coffee

is two ways wonderful

!

First . . . Sanka is delicious coffee.

Rich, full-bodied coffee with all the won-

derful flavor and bracing cheer that you
can get only from real coffee.

80

Second . . . Sanka Coffee is caffein-free!

And that means worry-free! You can

drink all the Sanka you want, whenever

you want—even late at night.

REAL COFFEE- 97% CAFFEIN- FREE

For 97% of the caffein has been re-

moved from Sanka. It can't possibly keep

you awake, or make you feel cross and

irritable.

Sowhy not start drinking Sanka Coffee

tomorrow? You have nothing to lose . .

.

and possibly a great deal to gain!

Sanka Coffee
9tA\ coffee wHh fta wore/ -taken out

Drink tf- and sleep 1
.

Products off General Foods

LIKE GESTURE; UNLIKE MEANING

TUGGING EYELID, when done by Brazilian (left), means"He's a wise guy.'

Same gesture done by Colombian (right) means "Wonderful," "On the beam.'

» '

rf4

GOOOBY in Spain, Italy and the Latin countries is made with gesture very

similar to U.S. sign for "come here." Latin hello looks like the U.S. goodby.

STROKING CHIN, done by Dr. Pci, an Italian, shows he is so bored that he

is starting to grow beard. Done by Brazilian (right) it means "It's in the bag."

CONTIN U CP QN PACE «2
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e who does not believe in miracles

is not a realist!

For centuries they said, "if the Jews in

Palestine ever have a State of their own it

will be a miracle." But they got the State.

And Israel is here! A miracle!

Next, they said, "if a handful ofJews could

ever stand off the hordes of Arabs it would

be nothing short of a miracle." But the Jews

fought. And won. And lo! a miracle.

A Miracle Indeed

When that State was a solid fact . . . when

that war was won . . . when Israel announced

it would take in 180,000 homelessJews ivithin

a year—AGAIN they said "it would be a

miracle." But 250,000 Jews were brought

there in 1949. A miracle indeed!

The miracle of the twentieth century for

realists to see and wonder at

!

Ifyou hadn't helped

You who wanted to believe in miracles

helped make them come true. If you hadn't

given your time and your money, the immi-

grants couldn't have arrived . . . the fighters

couldn't have won . . . the people would have

been pushed into the sea. And Israel would

be a dead, unburicd dream.

Miracles have happened. But more still he

ahead. There are still thousands of wretched

humans standing at the gates. There are

homes to build. Clothes to make. Food to

plant. Tools to fashion. Factories to rise.

Schools to run. Hospitals to establish. And
souls to nourish.

And we realists have got to see these mir-

acles through. We have done a great deal.

We are coming closer to finishing the job.

But all the miracles we have achieved may
be wiped out if we fail to do what is expected

of us this year.

Lift Up Your Brother

So give, realists, give. Doesn't the Bible

tell us that the true joy is the joy of giving?

Isn't it exhilarating to see a friend heal,

knowing you helped him heal? And don't

we come closest to God when we reach out

our hand to lift up a brother?

United Jewish Appeal
on behalf of the Resettlement and Reconstruction Programs of the Joint Distribution Committee,

United Palestine Appeal and United Servicefor New Americans

HENRY MORGENTHAU, JR, General Chairman • 165 WEST 46ra STREET, NEW YORK 19, N. Y.
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CONTINUED

Relieves Coughs, Stuffiness

of Colds with everybreath!
ft* EASY! DOTH«S '

bowl of bo.l.ng .

watcr. See direc-

tionsin package

tm.....™»«»

U the vapors.

Every breath

brings relief.

*!•-. It ItHtW stuffy.

'
choked-up misery

_eases coughing

spasms almost in-

stantly 1

You know—like millions of others—what really

grand results you get when you rub on Vicks

VapoRub.

Now . . . for amazing new relief when
there's much coughing or stuffiness . . . use

VapoRub this special way, too—in Steam!
It brings relief almost instantly.

Every breath of the soothing medicated va-

pors eases coughing spasms, relieves "choked-

up" feeling, makes breathing easier. Fine for

children—grand for grown-ups.

Then, for continued relief—even while you
sleep—rub VapoRub on throat, chest and back.

(/serins**1"'!

fO">" W.VapoRub

MOTHER! HERE'S A SPECIAl OFFER! ^^t^±±^^^ \ziric. Send name, address, 20< in coin, and
Get a copy of "Your Child From 1 to 5" VapoRub boxtop to Department 19, Box
— valuable new booklet on child care spe- 1813, Greensboro, N. C.

« fffl HARD RUBBER

Alt COMBS
so smooth • so durable

: First
: Aid

HEADACHES

Use it also for FAST RELIEF of

ACID INDIGESTION
COLD DISCOMFORTS

MUSCULAR ACHES and PAINS

Alka-
Seltzer

1+14,499,999

equals

your home plus the other

American families reached

by the advertisers who use

the pages of

Life

MAN'S BEST LAXATIVE
Grows in Fields

and Forests

Folks who need help in keeping regular should took
to herbs and root*—for the help provided by Nature.

10 such herbs and roots, scientifically compound-
ed, are found in Nature's Remedy, w Tablets.
Countless thousands of folks have found an ffi at
night the best way to assure regularity in the morn-
ing. So gontle —no griping. It is wonderful—leaves
you feeling refreshed, invigorated.
Try M) at our expense. 25 tahleta 25c. Buy a

box at any drug store and try it. If you are not com-
pletely satisfied, return the box and unused tablets
to us. We will refund your money plus postage.

PLAIN OR CANDY COATED

Gesture Language

LIKE MEANING; UNLIKE GESTURE

DEFIANCE is indicated in Sicily by flicking thumbnail on front teeth, in

U.S. by shaking a fist. In France first gesture means ' iou don't get a cent."

CLOSE-FRIENDS sign, "We're just like that," is made in Latin countries

by holding two forefingers together, in U.S. by rni.-ini: middle and forefingers.

PROTECTION against bad luck, especially when talking about good luck,

is always sought in Italy by touching iron, in the U.S. by knocking on wood.

LATIN WOLF CALL, equivalent of U.S. whistle, is made in Colombia by

looking through imaginary binoculars; in Brazil, through imaginary telescope.
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The device shown is the

IBM Electronic Counter,

basic unit of IBM

Electronic Machines

which compute

arithmetical problems

at tremendous speeds.

A BUSINESSMAN needs a report on his company's production and inventory

position, and he has to have it raster than ever before.

A SCIENTIST, working in the atomic energy field, needs to know the exact

effect of relativistic mass increases in the slowing down of fast electrons.

AN AIRCRAFT DESIGNER needs to determine the theoretical stresses and

strains brought about by the use of new-type controls on a jet-powered,

supersonic plane.

Today, these intricate requirements and countless others are being met at

amazingly high speed through the use ol IBM Electronic Business Machines.

IBM pioneered in the application of" the science of electronics to business

machines. . . . machines which benefit everyone through increasing the produc-

tivity ot industry and science.

i

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORPORATION

World Headquarters Building

590 MADISON AVENUE NEW YORK 22, NEW YORK



Blpdde coloring looks rirlirr ... a limnetic skin l«Miks fine. as-silk in "Blu-hing \ngcl"!

This soft, inn led, tan-rose Angel Face tone docs wonderful thing* for every »irl!

/ '0
'j fit'

ace ^ist
Foundation and powder— blended together !

Increililtly easy to apply! No wet sponge ... no

greas\ i i r
i

• s I
i

| . . . mi loose powder. \ngcl Faee

goes on like velvet—with its own downy j"'fP-

"Pond's new all-in-one make-up gives such a smooth

color," says the Countess Jean de Caraman. "I espe-

cially like the new, soft 'Blushing Angel' shade!"

Stays on—murh longer than ponder!There's
a special reason w hy Pond's Angel Face goes on so

evenly and stars im so well. It's a smoothing "cling"

ingredient—pressure-lileniled through the make-up!

"Angel Face gives a smooth, mat finish that stays

on beautifully!" says Mrs. Ernest du Pont, Jr.

Can't spill oreryour hantlha<! or ( lollies! -

Mrs. George Whitney, Jr., "I always tuck an Angel

Face in mv haudhag, so I can give myself a new

mako-upat a moment's notice—any where ["Besides

new "Blushing Angel," 5 other exquisite shades.

Angel Face complete with puff— 89«, plus tax.



CHARLESTON DANCERS I.N FRINCED SKIRTS WEAR R 1 1 1 NESTONE-TR IMM ED ITMPS (DEI.MAN. *I2.95). STRAPPED S\NDAI,S (EVINS. t\2.M)

Jeweled

Shoes
Glittering new slippers doll up dancers' feet

Expensively shod feet thai twinkle on dance Honrs this winter are also

going tn glitter enough to make an ant s-eve view (if the llniirs much bright-

er. With the short evening ilress emphasizing legs anil feet, shoemakers

are sluilding heels ami slipper straps w ith rhinestones. Like the short skirt,

jeweled shoes ai'e revi vals of t he '20s u hen rhi nest ones ami seipi ins adorned

women from the ear-tip In toe-lip. It is an expensive fashion because the

shoes are usually custom maiie. Even the simple ballel slippers al right,

when dressed up wilh jewels, sell for almost twiee their unlrimmeti price.

STAY-AT-HOME velvet slippers are decorated

with jewel-embroidered initials (Capczio, $16.95).

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE 85
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JEWELED SHOES CONTINUED

Check that Chap—Watch those lips in

wintry weather. Always use 'Chap Stick*

at the first sign of lip chap

'Chop Stick', the choice of millions,

young and old* because it's specially

medicated, specially soothing — be-

cause its results are sure and lasting.

It's pocket size, and easy to apply.

When your lips are cracked and
sore, remember that 'Chap Stick' is the
one and only antiseptic lip balm.

Buy Chap Stick' today.

reasons
why men's hands
need 'Chap-ans'

Men—here's why you'll want 'Chap-

ans', the new and different hand
cream made especially for you.

1 . Specially medicated for
hands that work

2. More penetrating—more effective

3. Swiftly absorbed and antiseptic

'Chap-ans' brings sure, quick relief to hands

that work—to hands chapped, cracked and
calloused by exposure to weather—by wind,

water or dirt. Soothing and healing for

rough fingertips, cracked
knuckles and red, weather-

sore hands. A boon to sports-

men, motorists, mechanics,

outdoor workers. Buy 'Cbap-

ans' in the bandy man-sized

Stick Co.. Lynchburg;. v»

KEEPS HANDS FIT

STUDDED STRAPS of Julianelli's most popular style of jeweled evening

sandals can be dyed any color to match their wearer's gown. These cost S32.50.

RHINESTONE HEELS imported from France cost $30. Here they are worn

on plain black satin opera pumps (Frank Bros.) that cost an additional $30.

SEQUEVNED STOCKINGS arc made to order at $25 a pair (Gotham Ho-

siery). Purchasers can transfer bowknoa to other stockings if runs develop.

Fast help for

HEADACHE
Upset Stomach • Jumpy Nerves

WORKS

Iif
ft'

Today mora people than ever before use
Bromo-Seltzer. Hcciusc this time-proved
product gives fast help. Not only for head-
ache pain, but also for the upset stomach
and jumpy nerves cti.it often go with it.

Quick! Pleasant! Bromo-Selizer effervesces

with split-second action, ready to so to

work at once.

vjtTH sn.tr-
'

StCOND
ACTIO*/

ml

And it is so re*

freshing! You
must be satisfied

or your money
back! Caution:
Use only as di-

rected.

Get Bromo-Seltzer
at your drug store
fountain or coun-
ter today. It's a
product of the
Emerson Drugj
Co. since 1887.

BEGIN A BEAUTIFUL . . .

HOOKED RUG
WITH A KIT OF . M*\f^

I SKEIN OF WOOL C ^J^J
28 x 40 PATTERN O PJ POST
AND RUG NEEDLE PAID

EASY-TO-DO!
NO. 389 - Hook ihu eaqwtirto tugl

Sovo with your handcraft and Mri
with |ow pricei' Make (hi*

lovely, colorful rug with Homchnari
durable. 100** pure, virgin, worsted

wool yam in 25 yard tktin*. Start for

just SI 00 pottpotd with tho Storting

Kit of 21x40 inch colondorod, Angut
Burlap pottorn, 1 skoin of fatl color,

wortted wool yarn and a rug neodlo.

You may order additional wontod.waol

Rug Yarn in th« required color* and
omounti for only 35c for each 75 yd.

Send your order at once! 100**

Sotiifac>>on or your money bock.

FREDERICK HERRSCHNER CO
33 5. WABASH AVE., CHICAGO 3. ILL

INSTRUCTION*
INCLUDED

START H ONCE

911) ADDITIONAL

• USUI HE
WOOL IS HEEDED

25 YD. SKEIN

25'
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from first. * * to Last"

II- pays to nourish EVEhi/ INCH
of your dog... with GAINES /

• J65 days a year, your dog can bring more joy to you—when you

nourish EVERY INCH of him with Gaines!

With a sturdy body just full of bounce, with sprightly spirits,

silky-smooth coat, with red-blooded health from head to tail, your

THIS MUCH NOURISHMENT in each pound of Gaines!

For Sleek Appearance

and Glossy Coal -till• fal V

that would be provided

by 1 'A ounces of butter

dog will show you every day in the year what expert care and

feeding can do. For healthy dogs and happy masters—for easy

feeding and low-cost feeding— there's no other dog food like

Gaines. It's the largest-selling dog food in America!

To Build Strong Bodies

—

as much proteins as

there are in Hi pounds

of fresh beef

For Strong Bones and

Teeth—the minerals that

would be provided by

1% pounds of cheese

For Energy—as much car-

bohydrates as there are

in 2 quarts cooked oat-

meal

For Red-Blooded Vitality

—as much iron as there

is in % of a pound of

beef liver

All the Vitamins and

Minerals dogs are known

to need ... in more than

required quantities

A Product of

General Foods

<M//V£S COSTS
££5&70
?6ar? any offer

fype ofe/og /bodf

'h-n

b

eL
e

n
Venm0r0i

'"P0H„nf

video" L
Glanced diet

Gaines Is backed by 20 years of experience In dog nutrition.

No wonder It is bought with confidence by millions! In fact,

more Gaines is fed by dog owners than any other brand!

Gaines DOG
FOODS

'Nourish Every Inch of Your Dog'
C-l>> rmhl lafm l.y BtlMMl t-'oorfa Gulp.
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THIS BARKING ELEPHANT SEAL'S NECK IS SCARRED FROM THE BATTLES THAT MALE SEALS GET INTO DURING MATING SEASON WHEN THEV FIGHT FOR FEMALES

ELEPHANT SEAL COMEBACK
Big beasts win battle against extinction off coast of California

BASKING on San Nicolas Island, elephant seals share

l>each with sea lions (backgrnuml) , their distant cousins.

On the rocky shores of the Santa Barhara Islands

50 miles off southern California, the elephant seal,

one of the really rare animals of the Northern Hem-
isphere, is staging a remarkable comeback. A lazy,

large-mouthed, rather bedraggled beast (above),

with a strong resemblance to Bruce Bairnsfathcr's

"OKI Bill." the elephant seal was almost extinct

50 years ago. Hunters hud slaughtered the animals

for their oil and left barely a dozen alive on the is-

lands, the only place off the U.S. coast they are

found. Then protective laws were passed and the

seals were left alone. Recently two California zool-

ogists went out to the islands to find out how they

were doing. They studied their habits and health,

took a census and returned w ith the cheerful report

that the seals have multiplied more than tenfold.

emauim "» »«r.r n
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Takes n keen eye and quick reflexes fed hunt wild boar! These

Regulars in the top-notch 1st Infantry Division in Germany
enjoy this thrilling sport, because their training and phytic*!

conditioning keep them in A-l shape.

Great opportunities to develop executive and managerial

ability make an Army NCO'a career worth while. Here, at

Fort Jackson, homo of the famous 5th Infantry Division,

Regular Army men become skilled in planning and leadership.

Lessons in sportsmanship come naturally from our soldiers

—

help unofficially in Hie Army's task of bringing democracy to

occupied lands. This soldier of the 24th Infantry Division in

Japan takes pride in his after-hours role.

Complex equipment means our modern divisions must have

specialists— in communications, fire-power, many oilier

fields. Here at Ft. Dix, home of the 9th Infantry Division,

telephone fieldmcn study a complicated switchboard.

Leadership, initial i\e, quick thinking are recognized and
rewarded in the Army. The non-commissioned officer of the

11th Airborne Division directs his men as they set up
mortars and machine guns after a drop through space.

Your soldiers work hard . . . but also have time for play.

Dances like this one. attended by enlisted men of the 3rd

Infantry Division, are common at all Army canips and posts.

Army athletic teams also offer recreational opportunities.



*oR OLD .TIME

UKE WE LlKeo

gUECT*'
C LIGHTS -

0

T POUT ANP
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OLD Jj

J
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IMPERIAL I

J)

IMPERIAL is made by Hiram Walker. And Hiram Walkers

91 years at -fine whiskey-making makes Imperial good J

Blended whiskey. 86 Proof. 70% Grain Neutral Spirits. Hiram Walker & Sons Inc., Peoria, 111.



Elephant Seals CONTINUED

Write for

FREE Booklet!

FLEX-O-LATORS, INC.
Carthage, Mo. New Cattle, Pa.

Extra egg makes

the difference

!

Made from a famous
old-time New England

recipe, Mayflower
donuts melt-in-your-

mouth. Always ask for...

LISTENING TO HEARTBEAT of elephant seal, Dr. Ceorge Bartholomew
ol L.C.L.A. applies stethoscope as graduate student William Fteeder observes
reactions. Animals had little reaction, let scientists do whatever they pleased.

TAKING TEMPERATURE, Bartholomew slips a thermometer under the

flipper-pit of soundly sleeping, half-grown elephant seal, while a second seal,

its head resting on the first animal, watches. The normal temperature is 95°F.

Vitalis

UtfE-ACT/ON
care...

FLICKING FLIES off lis back, a young elephant seal uses its flippers in order

to scoop up sand and toss it about, clearing the air of these bothersome insects.

When it is fully matured, ihis seal may be 18 feet long and weigh 3.000 pounds.

FEEL the difference in your scalp! What a

wonderful wake-up glow— when you use

Vitalis "Live-Action" care. That's Vitalis and
the "60-Second Workout!" 50 seconds* mas-
sage with active Vitalis (1) stimulates scalp

(2) prevents dryness (3) routs flaky dandruff

(4) helps check excessive falling hair. Then
10 seconds to comb and you're all set!

...gives you

HANDSOMER
HAIR

SEE the difference in your hair I Now see

how much neater, handsomer your hair

looks— set to stay that way all day! No
"patent-leather" shine. Vitalis contains no
greasy liquid petrolatum—just pure, natural

vegetable oil. For a scalp that feels its best

and hair that looks its best, get ' Live-A ction"

Vitalis at any drug counter or at your barber
shop.

*Live-action"

vrraiis

Product Of
Briuoi-Mrtrs

and the

'60-Second Workout'

FEven if other
medicines have 4

failed to relieve your

COLD MISERIES
YOU OWE IT TO YOURSELF

9 TO TRY 666— IT'S DIFFERENT

666
LIQUID—TABLETS
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AT AUDITION applicant perforins for jiiiluc.-*. amonj*

idem Broadway Producer John Golden (hand on lapel).

New York kids get free education

in music and the theatrical trades

When the rime fur winter auditions came around,

a feeling of awful tension invaded the High School

of Performing Arts, a squat brick building just nil

Broadway in New York City. In its halls and wail-

ing rooms squirmed 1 17 nervous children, all about

14 and each determined to become a professional

actor, dancer or musician. They were waiting to per-

form before juries (top, left) which would grant or

deny them admittance to the only public theatrical

high school in the L .S. One by one they stepped up

to strut their stuff. Asked to recite a selection of their

own, most of the female drama candidates elected

to be persecuted heroines. There were three Joans-

of-Arc ("Gentlemen, gentlemen, I have answered

your questions over and over again . . ."), one Lady
Macbeth ("Out, damned spot"), a Mary, Queen of

Scots and a couple of Birdies from The Little Faxes.

The boys stuck to lighter pieces like a recitation of

"Orville's Big Date" about the high cost of teen-age

living. In other rooms, dancers danced and musi-

cians played. V\ hen it was all o\ er. t.'i were accepted.

Those w ho made the grade will next month join

in the activities shown on these pages and earn a reg-

ular high school diploma at the same time. Opened
1,' i years ago as part of the New \ ork public school

system's vocational program, the school devotes

half its curriculum to regular school subjects and

half to drama, dance or music. It has a huge wait-

ing list and one of the best attendance rales in the

U.S.—94r
i . More than hall' the juniors and seniors

alreadv work on the stage, on radio or in orchestras.

MODERN DANCERS, barefoot anil relaxed, sit and course lasts four years. All students who major in it must

wait gracefully for their turn to go on stage. The dance also lake related subjects in the other performing arts.

WAITING FOR AUDITION, a young hopeful Blta in

a classroom and tries to remember lines she has to recite.
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DANCI NG CLASS of girl* rehearses toe dance with an instructor. Almost all of the or played in orchestras. On school's advisory committee are such celebrities as Leonard

school's instructors are professionals who have themselves worked on the stage, danced Bernstein, Walter Damrosch, Martha Graham, Brock Pemberton, Margaret Webster,

DANCE DRAMA, called Jonah, is performed by memrwrs of dance department who DRAMA CLASS here rehearses the soda-fountain scene from Thornton Wilder*s Our
originated and produced it. For scenery they improvised with tables, badminton nets. Ttntn, where George, with Einilv's help, is deciding to give up college and marry Emily.

CONTINUED ON NEXT PACE 93



Give Fast

Relief
FOR ACID INDIGESTION
WHEN YOU NEED IT MOST

After Breakfast
Drink your orange juice;

eat your bacon and eggs;

enjoy your coffee—they re
,

guild for you. Then if acid .

indigent ion strikes, slip a
couple of Turns in your
mouth. See how Turns
sweeten your stomach al-

most, instantly. You'll feel

better right away. Keep
Turns handy always.

After Lunch
If nervousness or pressure
of business cause you to
have acid indigestion; or,

if you bolt your lunch and
suffer accordingly, Turns
will handle this situation in

a jiffy. Turns relieve dis-

tress of acid indigestion al-

most instantly. Keep Turns
bandy always.

After Dinner
When dinner is over and
perhaps you've eaten too
much or too rich foods,
don't worry about acid in-

digestion. Turns are espe-
cially made to relieve such
distress and discomfort.
Make you feel better right
away. Keep Turns handy
always.

At Bedtime
If you toas and pitch when
you go to sleep at night

—

take Turns. Sleepless nights
are frequently caused by
acid indigestion. Turns re-

lieve this condition quickly
so you can go to sleep at
once, sleep soundly all

night. Keep Turns handy
always.

Quick Relief for

ACID INDIGESTION
HEARTBURN

Only 10c a roll,

3-roll package a quarter

for the tummy
V fry one or fwo TUMS offer breakfast. See ifyou don't feel better!

TU/MSMEAAmC/D-NOT/l vwrnvE
When you feel bad due to constipation, use \^-\%

dependable Nature's Remedy—NR Tablets.

Nature's Remedy is mild, purely vegetable-
relieves constipation without the usual

griping, sickening, perturbing sensations.

Get a box today. You'll be convinced:

CONTINUEDm

"GOING TO BED" is acted in pantomime by two members of drama class.

Here they indicate a pair of pajamas hanging on a hook. Boy at right is hook.

BRUSHING H I S TEETH, the boy (left) who is go ing to bed squeezes tooth-

paste out of tube (the center boy). The toothpaste (boy's tongue) falls onto

94



WASHING HIS HANDS boy at left rinses them in sink (outstretched hanJs
of boy at right) under the faucet (open mouth). Boy underneath is the drain.

the toothbrush, which is indicated by the arm of boy at right. Pantomime of

inanimate objects is taught to all drama students to help build imagination.

Paw says it squeak too moth!"

SYLVANIA RADIO TUBES
Authorized Dealer^

LOOK FOR THIS

SIGN OF DEPENDABLE

RADIO SERVICE

Does your radio give out with squeals and grunts? Then
call the serviceman who displays the Sylvania sign. Because

your radio needs expert care, the kind this fellow is trained

to give. He has Sylvania test equipment to root out trouble

spots . . . high-quality Sylvania radio tubes to bring you the

crystal-clear reception you want. Hear your old set perform

as it did the day you bought it. Get it fixed at the Sylvania

sign of dependable service.

SYLVANIA
RADIO TUBES
PRODUCT OF SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC.

CONTINUED ON NEXT PACE
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CONTINUED

"I can buy my new car with

One Month's

Pay Check!"

"Bring a Silver Counselor is a

wonderful career for any
woman? says Mrs. Clevie Eddins,

oj Center, Texas! (Home Decora-

tors' National Contest Winner)

"Last August, I had no idea of becoming a Silver Counselor. After

all, I was a school teacher, and happy with my work. But I'd heard

so much about Silver Counselors from a friend, I thought I'd try

it betw een Summer school and the Fall term.

"I did so well, and loved it so much, I decided to give up school

teaching completely! Why in the month of September alone, I

had more than enough to pay for my new car.

"It seems to me that any woman would love to be a

Silver Counselor. It's such a pleasant, agreeable pro-

fession. First, you're trained in the etiquette of silver

under the consultant direction of Emily Post. Then you

go out with another Silver Counselor in your locality,

until you get your feet on the ground.

EMILY POST

"Finally, you make your first call on

your own. You show folks some of the

world's most beautiful silver.. .advise

them on patterns. ..help them assemble

their place settings to fit their personal

needs. ..tell them how they can save as

much as 25% and more of the cost...

show them how they can become Life-

time Members of Emily Post's Consul-

tation Service.

"I can't recommend Silver Counseling too highly as a

career. If you would like further information on our

wonderful silver—or, if you own a

car, can work six hours daily, need

money, are between 25-45 years,

and consider yourself qualified to

become a Silver Counselor, do ex-

actly what I did! Simply write a

short note to Jane Evans, Person-

nel Consultant at:

HOME DECORATORS, Inc.

NEWARK, NEW YORK STATE

COrvlliCHT l*SO MOKf OfCOflATODS. IMC.

THESE ARE PROMISING STUDENTS

PIANIST Charmian Berkeley, 14,

has played with the New York Phil-

harmonic Orchestra in Carnegie Hall.

ACTRESS Peggy Merbcr, 17,amem-
ber of Actor's Equity, has played in

summer stock, likes musical comedy.

CELLIST Ethel Brown, 17, is mem-
ber of All-City High School Orches-

tra, hopes to study in Paris next year.

PRODUCTION MAN Daniel Mel-

nick, 17, likes backstage work because

"you eat more regularly," has TV job.

IN BROADWAY SHOW Dancer Marilyn Gennaro, 16, is now rehearsing

with cast of Dance Me a Songy due to open in January. Before entering high

school, she was a ballet student, but at school she switched to modern dance.
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Be Kind to ISur Taste

W hen you (eel like pampering yourself a bit—call for

mellow, heart-warming Old Grand-Dad. You'll find

in (he Head of the Bourbon Family a boon companion

to your taste—as smooth and tasty a bourbon as ever

passed a man's lips. Just try Old Grand-Dad—and see.

National Dt*till?r.i Products Corporation, N^IC York, N. Y.

OlrD

"MUCIIY STSi.151"

„ 1 •OUMOKWHISBf



Thirst knows no season


